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Executive Summary
Background
The “perfect storm” of negative equity returns and low interest rates in the
early years of this millennium has resulted in the majority of defined benefit pension
schemes experiencing a deficit whereby the liabilities of the scheme exceed the assets.
This situation has been made more obvious by the requirements of FRS17 and IAS19
which have required companies to disclose such deficits on their balance sheets
instead of merely mentioning the deficit as a note to the accounts.
These deficits are debt-like in nature although some differences do exist, a
significant difficulty being that of measuring the value of future liabilities of the
pension fund making numerous assumptions regarding, inter alia, wage increases and
mortality rates within each scheme. Accepting that pension deficits are equivalent to
debt then there are further implications for estimating aggregate debt and, in turn,
corporate gearing. Emanating from such implications is a question regarding the
perception of such deficits by the financial markets in terms of credit ratings and
equity returns.
According to Lane & Peacock (2006), the aggregate FTSE100 deficit for
defined benefits schemes (operated by 92 of the companies) was £36 billion in July
2006 compared with £35 billion at the end of July 2005. However these figures
obscure significant volatility with the deficits hitting a high of £54 billion in January
before falling to £29 billion in April 2006.
The magnitude of these deficits can be further illustrated by the following
statistics (Lane & Peacock (2006)):
(a)

The deficits account for almost 3 months pre-tax profits

(b)

The deficits account for 9 months of 2005 declared dividends

(c)

The deficits account for over 5 months of surplus cash flow

Aims & Objectives
This study has two primary objectives. First, a review of the composition of
pension funds, incidence of pension scheme deficits and the impact of pension risk,
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variously measured, on equity risk and debt ratings. The latter component is based on
an econometric analysis of a panel data set of FTSE100 companies for the period
2002 to 2006. The primary objective of the econometric component is to ascertain
whether the respective debt and equity risk metrics reflect pension plan risk. If they do
this suggests that with respect to pension plan funding debt and equity markets are
informationally efficient. On the other hand, if pension risk is not accurately reflected
markets may be viewed as informationally inefficient resulting in the underestimation
of risk and the resultant overvaluation of firms.
To undertake an econometric analysis in isolation runs the risk of failing to
encapsulate a holistic understanding of the complexities of the funding of defined
benefit pension schemes. A second primary objective is therefore to provide a
systematic analysis of issues surrounding the pension debate in the UK within which
the econometric analysis is eventually located. This overview is achieved through a
review of current literature and importantly a series of semi-structured interviews with
identified key stakeholders including scheme and consulting actuaries, lay and
independent trustees, finance directors and academics. The interviews focus upon
stakeholder attitudes to accounting disclosure, the actuarial input and scheme
governance along with reaction to ongoing developments regarding pensions
legislation. Information garnered from these interviews, integrated with the
conclusions from the econometric analysis, then form the basis for a number of policy
recommendations and directions for further research.
Summary findings and policy recommendations
We report the summary findings and recommendations under six main themes
Prospects for defined benefit schemes
Defined benefit schemes have a limited long term future, however, if a
company can continue to offer a defined benefit scheme it will have a competitive
advantage in the labour market. Given current market conditions it will be very
difficult for companies to sustain their provision unless some incentives are provided
by government. The most effective incentives are likely to be financial and could take
the form of a taxation incentive for operators of defined benefit schemes. If such
financial incentives are not forthcoming then government could alleviate the burden
on employers by removing some of the guarantees that are currently in place, for
4

example allowing pension increases to be made on a discretionary basis taking into
account funding levels.
Pension scheme reporting
There are competing views regarding the impact of accounting disclosure on
defined benefit schemes. Some suggest that accounting disclosure resulted in the
introduction of a volatile, uncontrollable number on the balance sheet which has
encouraged the closure of defined benefit schemes. Others suggest that the problem
for defined benefit schemes is more economic in nature. Irrespective of whatever
viewpoint one accepts, it is evident that the transparency of disclosure regarding
defined benefit schemes has improved dramatically but has still some way to go. A
significant current issue is that of pension buy-outs and our interviews suggest that the
pension buy-out cost would be a welcome addition to accounting disclosure and
without it the scope for inappropriate managerial and investment decisions remains.
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The changing role of the actuary
From our interviews with consulting actuaries the growing significance of
deficit management has became apparent. The underlying rationale behind such
exercises is a significantly lower value for the liabilities reported on a transfer basis
compared to that of an FRS17/IAS19 basis. The consequence is that the scheme pays
out of its assets something that is equivalent to a transfer value liability and it saves on
an FRS17 basis something that is equivalent to an FRS17 liability thereby reducing
the deficit.
From a policy perspective this raises issues regarding asymmetric information
and the establishment of transfer values. Advice from the scheme actuary regarding
the implications of accepting a transfer value should be made transparent to the
scheme member. In addition there may well be a case for more standardization in the
establishment of transfer values.
Pension Buy-outs
The number of firms offering to tackle pension schemes’ investment or
mortality risks through a partial or full buy-out has rapidly increased with general
opinion being that it is only a matter of time before the first £1 billion buy-out. Such
competition is both driving down prices and swelling the number of products offered
to schemes. In addition if proposals by the Accounting Standards Board to use a riskfree rate to value future pensions liabilities proceeds then the buy-out option will
become increasingly attractive to sponsoring companies. Various opinions suggest
that such a move would increase liabilities by 25-40% thereby reducing the gap
between the ASB risk-free valuation and the buy-out valuation.

Pension deficits & equity risk
The econometric component of this study examined pension plan risk and its
impact upon equity risk for FTSE100 companies over the period 2002 to 2006. In
general terms our analysis indicates that for FTSE100 companies pension plan risk
does feed into firm equity risk. This suggests that the market views the assets and
liabilities of the company pension scheme as part of the assets and liabilities of the
firm itself.. This raises the possibility that there may be a weakness in the
informational efficiency of equity markets which stresses the importance of the
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ongoing process aimed at achieving transparency and consistency in the actuarial and
accounting frameworks.
Pension deficits & credit risk
Pension risk was also demonstrated to be factored into credit ratings with the
analysis highlighting that the greater the pension risk the greater the probability of
obtaining a lower debt rating. From a rating agency viewpoint this is positive news,
particular at present when agencies are being criticised for a perceived failure to
reflect sub-prime mortgage problems in firm specific ratings. Having made this point
our analysis offers only a relative perspective and provides little insight into whether
ratings agencies systematically under- or over-estimate pension risk in their debt
ratings. If we draw parallels from the sub-prime market the more likely scenario is
that pension risk has been under-estimated in debt rating estimates.
Future research opportunities
Defined benefit pensions schemes are likely to feature prominently on the
research agenda for some time to come. The current credit crunch is likely to focus
increased attention on corporate credit ratings in general and credit rating agencies in
particular. The impact of the crunch upon pension deficits is more difficult to predict
leading, on one hand, to increased volatility on the equity markets but on the other to
higher interest rates and enhanced corporate bond yields. The continuing trend in asset
allocation away from equities and into bonds may in fact improve the overall general
picture. Our research has suggested that pension risks do indeed impact upon both
equity betas and credit ratings and that the market is informationally efficient (subject
to certain provisos) in recognising pension deficits. In turn this also has implications
for the cost of capital and subsequently corporate investment decisions. More directly
additional contributions to pension funds, in an attempt to reduce deficits and meet
Pension Protection Fund recovery plans, will diminish the funds available for
investment and/or dividend decisions. This interaction between pension contributions,
investment decisions and dividend payouts would appear to warrant further
investigation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Defined benefit (DB) pension schemes have recently emerged from relative
obscurity to evolve into one of the most significant factors impinging upon both
corporate financial decision-making and accounting disclosure requirements. Such
schemes compete for funds alongside investment and dividend decisions and both
national and international accounting standards bodies are, and will for the
foreseeable future, be devoting substantial resources to the quest for increasingly
comprehensive and transparent disclosures explaining this complex topic.
Furthermore the actuarial profession provides an important input into the valuation of
the pension funds prior to disclosure in the financial statements.
Perhaps the major issue with DB schemes is that all the associated risk rests
with the scheme provider (i.e. the company) who is required to provide a pension
based upon a specific proportion of the scheme member’s final salary. This contrasts
with defined contribution (DC) schemes whereby the company simply contributes to
the scheme and the “pool” of funds available upon retirement is used to purchase an
annuity with no guarantees regarding the amount of the pension i.e. the scheme
member is solely the risk taker. Clearly some method of sharing the risk between the
provider and the member would appear an obvious compromise in the development of
alternative approaches.
During the 1990s DB schemes enjoyed the combination of booming stock
markets and relatively high interest rates which resulted in substantial scheme
surpluses

(as measured by comparing scheme assets and liabilities) and

comparatively inexpensive annuity costs (which vary inversely with interest rates).
Such surpluses allowed companies to reduce or even temporarily cease payments
(pensions holidays) to the scheme and retiring members enjoyed healthy pensions.
The pension scheme was largely viewed as a separate entity managed by trustees and
advised by actuaries and which had little impact upon financial decision-making
within the company itself. Furthermore accounting disclosure requirements, though
increasing, meant that pension schemes remained relatively in the backwater of
corporate reporting.
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This period of relative calm was, however, to be radically disturbed by the
financial markets of the early years of the twenty first century. Buoyant stock markets
were replaced by a general slump and increased market volatility in the wake of the
bursting of the dot com bubble. In addition interest rates declined markedly as
governments struggled to avoid recession. Consequently the perfect calm of the 1990s
was transformed into a “perfect storm” combining declining scheme assets with
increasing annuity costs which, in turn, was reflected in scheme liabilities. In the case
of a number of FTSE100 companies the magnitude of scheme liabilities exceeded
their market capitalisation. To exacerbate matters further standard setting bodies had
focussed attention on the disclosure of pension information such that scheme deficits
were no longer confined to a note to the accounts but instead assumed a prominent
position on the balance sheet. In addition there was a growing tendency to regard such
deficits as equivalent to debt finance with obvious consequences for real or implied
gearing ratios and, in turn, credit ratings.
The magnitude of these deficits can be illustrated by the following statistics (Lane
& Peacock (2006)):
(d)

The deficits account for almost 3 months pre-tax profits

(e)

The deficits account for 9 months of 2005 declared dividends

(f)

The deficits account for over 5 months of surplus cash flow

Such amounts clearly suggest that any attempt to reduce these deficits will have
significant implications for corporate financial decisions. Recent statistics (Pension
Capital Strategies 2007) report that FTSE100 companies contributed £14.5 billion to
pension schemes in their most recent financial year – up from £11.6 billion in the
previous year. This exceeded the £8.2 billion cost of providing benefits thereby
representing £6.3 billion of funding directed towards reducing pension scheme
deficits.
Perhaps unsurprisingly companies sought to contain the problem initially by
closing DB schemes to new members before considering other options such as
ceasing future accrual of benefits or requiring increased contributions from scheme
members. The most recent reports (ACA (2008), NAPF (2008)) suggest that less than
30% of DB schemes remain open and such schemes appear increasingly to be the
domain of public sector employees. The number of private sector employees in open
DB schemes has declined from five million in 1995 to less than one million in
November 2007 (ACA (2008)).
9

The cost of maintaining DB schemes has also escalated dramatically from
approximately 17% of employee earnings in 2002 to 29% of earnings in 2007 with
most of the increase being borne by the scheme provider. Recent developments in the
legislation have increased the burden further by the introduction of an imposed levy
designed to protect members of schemes which are unable to fulfill their obligations
(the Pension Protection Fund) and also a commitment to reduce existing deficits over
a reasonable time period.
As well as scheme closure another ongoing trend has been the tendency to
alter the asset allocation of scheme assets by switching from equities to bonds and
other investments, most notably property and derivative based securities. An extreme
version of this trend was the decision by Boots Plc (2002) to completely liquidate
their equity investments and invest their entire fund in bonds. However a more
gradual switch is more typical with recent figures (NAPF (2008)) reporting that 55%
of DB assets were invested in equities in 2007 compared to 60% a year previously.
Interestingly the proportion invested in equity by UK schemes has generally exceeded
that of other countries (for example in the Netherlands, which has a strong DB
tradition,

the average pension fund is around 40% invested in equities, and in

Switzerland the average exposure is even lower at around 30%).
Europe is historically divided into sectors that either have very strong DB
traditions and strong state pensions or have very limited pensions. But even sectors
with limited pensions are now generally moving or have moved into DC models of
some kind (for example, in Eastern Europe). In fact, across Europe the trend to DC is
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certainly gaining momentum, with many new DC plans being introduced ( Figure 1).

The foregoing discussion clearly suggests that the existence of DB pension
funds have a direct influence upon corporate financial activities via pension funding
obligations. This research project investigates whether a less obvious impact exists
with reference to the risk assessment of corporate securities by the financial markets.
More specifically, do the financial markets efficiently process available information
regarding DB pension schemes in their risk assessment of corporate equities and
bonds? The most prevalent risk measures are the beta factor (for equities) and credit
ratings (for bonds) and these provide the basis for the empirical research.
If these risk metrics are proven to be influenced by the financial position of
DB pension schemes then their impact may resonate further. Credit ratings tend to
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influence the cost of borrowing which, in turn, impacts upon corporate financing and
investment decisions. More recently credit ratings (Dun & Bradstreet) have been
utilized by the Pension Protection Fund in establishing individual company
contributions. Beta factors may exert a less direct impact upon corporate activities but
variations in the beta factor may alter the perspective of the investment community
with regard to the company.
Two main research methodologies are employed in the project. The first
methodology, a feature of Chapters 2, 3 and 4 is that of semi-structured interviews
undertaken with key stakeholders. A series of telephone and face to face semistructured interviews were undertaken with a number of parties identified as key
stakeholders in the DB scheme environment. The relevant parties were actuaries (both
scheme and consulting), trustees (both lay and independent), finance directors and
academics. The semi-structured interviews were intended to sample opinion
regarding, in particular, the impact on ongoing developments in both accounting
disclosure and pension scheme legislation. Of specific interest was the conflict of
interest encountered by some of the stakeholders in their various activities connected
with DB schemes. The second methodology was an econometric study of FTSE100
companies with DB schemes. The period under investigation was 2002 to 2006. This
econometric investigation underpins Chapters 5 and 6. In Chapter 5 we explore the
relationship between pension deficits and various proxies for equity risk. In Chapter 6
the relationship between pension deficits and credit ratings is analysed.
In Chapters 2 to 4 emphasis centres upon stakeholder reaction to current trends
in accounting regulation, actuarial assumptions, pension law and pension governance.
In contrast in Chapters 5 and 6 the key theme is that of market efficiency and whether
the market prices the risk of DB pension schemes. While there is commonality in both
investigations the respective discussions offer insights into different aspects of the UK
pension crisis.
The structure of the report proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 describes the prior
and ongoing developments in accounting disclosure brought about by national and
international reporting bodies which have increasingly focused attention on the
provision of comprehensive and transparent information regarding DB pension
schemes.
Chapter 3 discusses the input of the actuarial profession which has
traditionally had the unenviable task of placing a valuation on the pension fund on the
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basis of economic and demographic assumptions. In particular the impact of recent
improvements in mortality rates and the difficulty of predicting future trends is
identified as a significant input into the valuation problem.
Chapter 4 analyses the roles of the various stakeholders involved, namely the
company providing the pension, the scheme actuary and the scheme trustees whose
role is to protect the interests of the members. Potential conflicts of interest impinging
upon both the actuary providing advice and corporate members of the board of
trustees are identified and discussed. The influence on these roles of significant
changes in the pension legislation, enacted particularly through successive Pensions
Acts, is evaluated together with the formation of the Pension Protection Fund and the
introduction of the pension levy.
Chapter 5 addresses the issue of whether the financial markets efficiently
process information regarding DB schemes. An econometric based panel data
approach is used to investigate whether pension scheme risk is efficiently reflected in
the equity risk of FTSE100 companies with DB schemes for the period 2002 to 2006.
Chapter 6 continues the theme of market efficiency and DB schemes. Again a
panel based statistical analysis is undertaken of FTSE100 companies. In this chapter
we address the issue of whether pension risk is embedded in corporate credit ratings.
Chapter 7 proposes a number of policy recommendations based upon the
findings of the project and suggests potential opportunities for further research.
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2. ACCOUNTING DISCLOSURE
2.1 Introduction
Corporate reporting requirements for pension plans in general, and DB
schemes in particular, have changed dramatically during the past two decades and
indications suggest that companies need to prepare themselves for even more detailed
and rigorous disclosure requirements in the short term future. A series of accounting
regulations commencing with SSAP 24 in 1998 have attempted to provide an
increasingly comprehensive and transparent disclosure of a subject which rests
uneasily between the accounting and actuarial professions. More recently FRS17,
which controversially superseded SSAP24 and was itself modified into IAS19,
attempted to provide a more realistic and less flexible approach to pensions
accounting. Finally, as we write, IFRIC14 which was issued in July 2007 and
becomes effective for accounting period beginning on or after 1st January 2008
provides guidance regarding the accounting treatment of the increasingly prevalent
phenomenon of pensions surpluses. In addition, ongoing research projects initiated by
both the ASB and IASB suggest both a continued focus and allocation of resources
towards a topic which is not only complex from an accounting perspective but also
may be exerting an influence upon corporate financial activity and, perhaps more
significantly, company values.
2.2 The Early Years
The establishment of the Accounting Standards Committee (ASC) in 1970 was
a significant development with regard to the intrusiveness of financial reporting into
actuarial practice. A flourish of activity saw the establishment of both the Pension
Research Accountants Group (PRAG) and the Pensions Management Institute (PMI)
in 1976. The actuarial profession reacted to such developments by issuing actuarial
guidance notes and publishing a codification of actuarial terms in the early 1980s.
Eventually a pensions accounting standard emerged, namely SSAP24
(Accounting for Pension Costs) in 1988. Prior to SSAP24 most companies merely
disclosed their pension contribution as the pension cost for the period. It was not
necessarily the case that such contributions related solely to the requirements of the
pension fund and consequently provided little assistance to users of the accounts when
attempting to assess the total employment costs. The primary accounting objective of
14

SSAP24 was to require companies to recognise the costs of pension provision in a
more systematic and rational fashion.
Under SSAP24 the Profit and Loss account is charged with the “regular
pension cost” which was anticipated to be a stable proportion of pensionable pay.
However the complex world in which business operates invariably results in
variations from the regular cost and a substantial portion of SSAP24 is devoted
towards the treatment of such variations.
Experience surpluses or deficiencies arise as a consequence of the results of
the world not coinciding precisely with the assumptions of the actuary. Other
principal causes of variations to the regular cost include alterations to the actuarial
assumptions and discretionary pension increases. Material surpluses or deficiencies
would then be spread across the expected remaining service life of the current
employees in the scheme.
SSAP24, whilst attempting to bring some order to an important aspect of
financial reporting that had previously been largely unregulated, did not enjoy a long
honeymoon period and was soon criticised for its deficiencies. Greenwood and
Reynolds (1989) suggested that the standard offered “too much choice, too little
disclosure” and differed significantly from FAS87 which had been issued almost two
and a half years earlier. In particular the US standard allowed much less flexibility
and, more significantly, proposed a market value approach for pension asset valuation
rather than the actuarial method which was based primarily on the present value of
expected cash flows.
A similar view was expressed by Lane, Clarke & Peacock (1994) in their
annual survey of the pension reporting practices of FTSE100 companies:
“It is barely possible for an informed pensions specialist to interpret the
information currently provided with any confidence. The investment analyst or
shareholder stands little chance.”
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2.3 The beginnings of change
It became obvious that an early review of the lessons learnt from the
implementation of SSAP24 was required. Two discussion papers were subsequently
published, Pension Costs in the Employers Financial Statements in 1995 and Aspects
of Accounting for Pension Costs in 1998. The earlier paper set out two contrasting
approaches to accounting for pension costs. The first was an actuarial approach,
similar to that upon which SSAP24 was based, but which removed many of the
options offered by SSAP24 and also improved the disclosure requirements. The
second approach was a market based approach, as adopted by FAS87, based on
measuring the scheme assets at market value. The ASB, at that time, still preferred the
actuarial approach but was aware that the IASC was likely to propose the market
based alternative. This supposition was proven correct when the IASC issued IAS19
“Employee Benefits” in February 1998.
Consequently by the time of the publication of the second discussion paper in
July 1998 the ASB found themselves increasingly isolated from global trend towards
the use of market values. In light of such developments, and the increasing use of
market values by the actuarial profession, the ASB concluded that the UK and Ireland
should move into line with international practice. Some of the options available for
the development of a standard based upon market values were taken forward by
FRED20, published in November 1999.
FRED20 appears very similar to the US Standard, FAS87, and the
International Standard, IAS19, with the exception of its treatment of actuarial gains
and losses. IAS19, like SSAP24, specifies that changes should be recognised over the
service lives of the employees. In contrast FRED20 intends that actuarial gains and
losses should be recognised immediately and disclosed in the statement of recognised
gains and losses rather than via the Profit and Loss account. Pension assets would be
taken at market value and liabilities assessed utilising a “market rate of interest”
interpreted as the yield on long-term corporate bonds.
The scheme surplus or deficit would be shown on the balance sheet which, it
was suggested, could become an issue for many companies. The principle of
including large and volatile assets on the balance sheet, when the company does not
fully control such assets, is likely to become a bone of contention. In addition the full
cost of benefit improvements would normally be shown in the Profit and Loss account
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in the financial year in which they are introduced. This may have the effect of
mitigating against the introduction of further benefit improvements in the future.
2.4 Controversy delays progress
It had been expected that FRED20 would evolve into a financial reporting
standard during the year 2000 without undergoing any major alterations. However its
controversial nature prompted a delay in implementation, which had originally been
intended to be June 2003, and a transitional period was allowed for when disclosures
concerning pension surpluses or deficits could be incorporated into the notes to the
accounts rather than directly on the balance sheet. In addition the IASB were
reconsidering IAS19 and were likely to issue an amended version of that standard in
late 2004. The ASB deemed it inappropriate to subject disclosure requirements to
potentially two significant revisions within a relatively short period of time.
Eventually FRS17 emerged phoenix like from the ashes and became a requirement for
financial years commencing on or after 1st January 2005.
It is perhaps not an understatement to suggest that FRS17 has been one of the
most controversial and maligned reporting standards of recent years. Aside from the
possible introduction of significant volatility into the balance sheet, it has also
shouldered at least part of the blame for the ongoing decline of DB pension schemes.
Admittedly other factors, inter alia the decline of the stockmarket accompanied by
historically low interest rates and the increased contributions required following the
implementation of the Minimum Funding Requirement (MFR), also contributed but
many viewed the implementation of FRS17 as also significant.
In brief, FRS17 attempted to introduce an accountant’s, as opposed to an
actuary’s, perspective into the assessment of pension costs. A “balance sheet”
approach is adopted which measures the assets and liabilities of the fund at current
market values thereby introducing a degree of volatility into pension fund accounting
which many found unacceptable. The measurement of the fund liabilities is
intrinsically more difficult due to the absence of market values and is typically solved
by discounting the expected future cash-flows. SSAP24 allowed the choice of
discount rate to be made by the actuary and a rate based upon the expected return of
the assets was usually selected. This choice implicitly assumes that the risk profiles of
the assets and liabilities are comparable.
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FRS17 took a stricter view of the discount rate adopting the perspective that
the rate should be independent of how the liability was funded. The eventual rate
selected was the rate of return on a good quality corporate bond (AA rated). This was
a lower rate than many pension managers expected to earn on equities and some
alleged it would lead to excessive deficits. The response to this argument was that a
higher risk premium is appropriate for equities than for liabilities.
At this point in time the three existing standards, FRS17, IAS19 and FAS87
(although FAS132 had, to a large extent updated the latter standard), were broadly
comparable although IAS19 was arguably closer to FAS87 than it was to FRS17. The
most significant difference between FRS17 and IAS19/FAS87 was in the reporting of
actuarial gains and losses. Whereas FRS17 reported these immediately in the STRGL
(Statement of Recognised Gains and Losses), IAS19 adopted a smoothing approach
known as the “corridor” which applied to actuarial gains and losses amounting to less
than 10% of total pension assets or liabilities. Items falling within the corridor do not
have to be reported in either the Profit and Loss Account or the balance sheet pension
obligation, but do not have to be revealed in the notes to the accounts. Items outside
the corridor are reported in the Profit and Loss Account and balance sheet but their
recognition can be spread over the expected service lives of the current scheme
members. Not surprisingly many entities choose to spread the gains and losses.
2.5 Moving ahead together
The ASB were convinced that their approach was preferable and the IASB
project to revise IAS19 identified the corridor method as the main issue under
consideration. Furthermore international accounting standards were to be adopted by
EU companies from 2005 onwards so IAS19 would become applicable to UK
companies in place of FRS17 from that date. Other significant issues to be addressed
by the IASB were the definition of the asset ceiling and the estimation of the expected
return on plan assets.
The amendment to IAS19 was issued by the IASB in December 2004 and
allowed the option of recognising actuarial gains and losses in full in the period in
which they occur, outside of the profit and loss account, in a statement of recognised
income and expense. This option is similar to the requirements of FRS17. In
announcing the amendment, Sir David Tweedie, IASB Chairman, stated:
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“Pension costs are one of the most complex and obscure areas of accounting. The
amendment issued today allows entities to choose a simpler, more transparent method
of accounting than is currently adopted at present. I hope that many entities will take
the opportunity of improving their financial reporting in this way.”
FRS17 itself was also amended by the ASB in January 2007 to more closely
align with IAS19. The amendments, which take effect for accounting periods
commencing on or after 6th April 2007, were largely disclosure related except for
requiring that quoted securities be valued at bid, rather than mid-market, value. The
disclosure changes introduced a number of additional disclosures whilst also
removing a number of redundant disclosures. One of the most significant additions
was that of the principal actuarial assumptions, rather than the main financial
assumptions as previously required. In particular this would include the mortality
assumptions which have become regarded as one of the most significant variables in
the valuation of pension liabilities.

Amongst other changes was the required

disclosure to show separately movements in scheme assets and liabilities rather than
simply a reconciliation of the surplus or deficit.
2.6 Interesting times ahead
The most recent accounting standard development concerns the treatment of
scheme surpluses. At the time of writing a significant proportion of schemes are in
surplus, albeit perhaps temporary, so the issuance of IFRIC14 maybe timely.
Currently, under IAS19, a limit is placed on the amount of pension surplus that can be
included as an asset on the company’s balance sheet. This limit equates to what can be
returned to the company by way of refunds or reductions in future contributions.
IFRIC14 clarifies that for inclusion on the balance sheet companies must have either
an “unconditional right” to the refund or have “sufficient scope to reduce future
contributions.” This means that the company must be entitled to the refund with the
necessary consent of a third party, for example trustees. For companies accounting
under FRS17 different rules apply such that the surplus recognised is restricted to the
amounts of refunds or reductions in future contributions that have already been agreed
between the company and trustees. The implementation of IFRIC14 is effective for
financial periods beginning on or after 1st January 2008.
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The pace of change in the measurement, and particularly the disclosure, of DB
pension schemes is unlikely to relent in the foreseeable future. In July 2006 the IASB,
in response to requests from investors and other financial reporting constituents,
decided to add two projects considering post-employment benefits to its technical
agenda. The first project would aim at a targeted series of improvements to IAS19 to
be completed by 2010. It would focus on removing the “add-ons” to the basic model,
in particular the smoothing and deferral mechanisms, such as the corridor, the
assumed rate of return on plan assets, and the recognition of gains and losses. It would
also reconsider the definition of DB and DC plans, with special attention directed
towards cash balance plans. The second project would be a comprehensive review and
revision of the existing pension accounting model, to be undertaken in conjunction
with the FASB. The FASB is also undertaking a two-phase post-retirements benefits
projects. Although the timing and scope of the first phases may differ, the two boards
are committed to arriving at a common approach by the end of the second phase.
Finally the ASB began a research project into accounting for pensions in
October 2005 which is reconsidering the basic principles of pensions accounting. The
project is considering, inter alia, the actuarial method to be adopted in valuing
liabilities, the expected rate of return, the impact of the PPF on financial reporting and
the adequacy of current disclosure requirements.
Discussion papers are currently in circulation for both the ASB and IASB
projects. The former project, which is being carried out on behalf of EFRAG as part
of its Proactive Accounting Activities in Europe (PAAinE) initiative, has closed for
comment with 90 responses being received whilst the IASB discussion paper remains
open for comment until September 2008. One of the main proposals of the ASB
project is the valuation of scheme liabilities at a risk-free (gilt) rate rather than a
corporate bond rate. Concerns have been expressed that this would significantly
impact upon scheme liabilities and hence deficits and thereby further jeopardise the
already uncertain future of remaining DB schemes.
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2.7

Comments from key stakeholders
A key component of the research project was semi-structured interviews with

industry experts to include scheme actuaries, finance directors, academics and
independent pension trustees.
There was a broad consensus amongst the interviewees regarding the current
position of accounting disclosure requirements as reflected in the following extracts
from the interviews. The general view is that a consistency now exists across
companies and the situation has dramatically improved during recent years but some
argue there is still a degree of ‘opaqueness’ in certain areas. There were a few
controversial opinions regarding the impact of accounting disclosures upon the
decline in DB schemes and the volatility which they have introduced onto company
balance sheets.
BOX 2.1 – COMMENTS ON ACCOUNTING DISCLOSURE
“One of the major strengths is that disclosure is pretty consistent across all
companies....” (Scheme actuary)
“ I think in terms of IFRS the weakness used to lie in terms of not disclosing the
split of investments and that has now been changed....” (Academic)
“One of the main weaknesses is that cash flow requirements are not disclosed ....
they just detail the funding position at a set date, they don’t show what the business
is paying towards the trustees’ deficit, there is no reference in there to say the
accounting deficit may be X but the trustee funding deficit is Y and this what the
cash flow is being paid against.....” (Accountant)
“In terms of weakness accounting disclosure isn’t completely transparent as you
don’t get all assumptions disclosed, only partially, so a little bit opaque....”
(Academic)
“We’re miles ahead of where we were ten years ago. It is sometimes hard to
distinguish between the accounting standards and the accounting disclosures ...
(Finance Director)
“SSAP24 was pretty rubbish really and far too easily manipulated or ignored but
obviously that started the ball rolling, it started people at least thinking about
pensions in a more sensible way, from a company point of view .... “ (Accountant)
“The actuarial profession didn’t challenge David Tweedie and the ASB strongly
enough, didn’t challenge the government strongly enough in terms of attacks on
pension schemes ......... the short term measures, the focus on market based
valuations, the focus on accounting standards when the results were not very nice in
2002/03 encouraged employers to do away with the benefits ...” (Scheme Actuary)
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APPENDIX
An appreciation of the enhanced disclosure of pensions information which has
occurred during recent years can be shown by comparing the final accounts of Diageo
Plc for 2000 and 2007. The first extract below shows the entire disclosure for 2000:

Diageo is highly praised as a leader in pensions reporting in 2007
(www.reportleader.com) and pensions coverage extends to seven pages in the annual
report. In particular Diageo reveals both expected future pensions costs and a
sensitivity analysis of the actuarial assumptions made (see below):
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3. ACTUARIAL ASSUMPTIONS
3.1 Introduction
The accounting regulators have focussed primarily upon the appropriate
information to disclose concerning the DB pension scheme. However the task of
valuing scheme assets and, particularly, scheme liabilities have largely been the
responsibility of the actuarial profession. The actuarial profession, it has been
suggested, was initiated by mathematicians who were challenged by the problems of
providing the increasing risk of life assurance with increasing age. At that time the
moneyed classes were concerned with dying too soon. Later, and more particularly in
the twentieth century, the weight of interest changed and the now much wider
“moneyed classes” realised that their problem was much more one of living too long
than dying too soon. Hence the switch of interest to pensions.
Actuarial techniques of the 1950s valued scheme assets and liabilities with
reference to the long term performance of the asset classes in which the pension
portfolio was invested, rather than the change in the value of actual securities held by
the pension fund. In addition the emergence of inflation in the 1950s resulted in a
significantly equity oriented investment policy. Inflation eroded the pensioners’
retirement income and initiated claims for discretionary increases to protect real
values. The role of the actuary consisted of assessing how much of the sponsor’s
capital needed to be committed to allow for the discretionary increases. In addition the
trend towards equity investment required actuarial valuation to be attentive to the
investment logic used by the pension fund manager.
The actuarial profession remained largely self-regulatory and issued guidance
notes (GNs) to members relating primarily to pensions and insurance advice. The
complex, predominantly mathematical, activities undertaken by actuaries meant that
few outside the profession itself understood the processes from which actuarial advice
was derived. The predictable universe of the actuarial profession was, however,
eventually unsettled by the uncertainties of the real world.
The role of the actuary came under closer scrutiny following the near collapse
of the UK’s oldest life insurer, Equitable Life. In 1999 the company found itself
unable to pay promised bonuses to some of its policyholders and gained court
approval for the cuts. However upon appeal the Court of Appeal reversed the decision
and the House of Lords turned down a counter appeal from Equitable Life. The
company found itself unable to pay the bonuses and put itself up for sale and
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eventually Halifax bought part of the business and injected some funds. Equitable Life
still exists today but policyholders suffered severe cuts in bonuses and high exit
charges.
A government enquiry led by Lord Penrose singled out the actuarial profession
for severe criticism and, in turn, led to the Morris Review of the actuarial profession
in 2004. The Morris Review recommended the introduction of a new regime of
independent oversight of the profession to be exercised by the Financial Reporting
Council. This was to include the formation of a new actuarial standards board,
oversight of compliance with technical and ethical standards and clearer lines of
accountability of actuaries to regulators, to the profession and to clients and
employers.
3.2 Guidance Notes
The basis for guidance for the actuarial profession was provided by a series of
guidance notes which established recommended practice for various aspects of
pensions and insurance advice. To some extent these paralleled the ongoing
developments in the disclosure requirements being implemented by the accounting
profession, for example GN17 (Accounting for Pension Costs under SSAP24) and
GN36 (Accounting for Retirement Benefits under FRS17). Other guidance notes were
issued relating to other aspects of pensions advice more specific to the actuary such as
scheme funding (GN9 and GN49), transfer values (GN11) and scheme winding-up
(GN19).
SSAP24 required that actuarial calculations of pension cost and other figures
disclosed should be made in accordance with the stated accounting principles. The
role of the actuary was to consult with the company, taking into account its
circumstances and workforce, to settle the principles and assumptions to be followed
and to calculate the required figures. The client in this respect is the company, not the
trustee of the pension scheme. SSAP24 requires disclosure of the pension cost charge
for the period which should normally be equated to the standard contribution rate as
defined in GN26 (Pension Fund Terminology), which would be subject to
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recalculation at every actuarial valuation. GN17 discusses a number of actuarial
methods which had been developed in response to the varying circumstances of
individual schemes. These included, inter alia, the projected unit credit method (PUC)
and the attained age method. The former calculates the contribution rate as the rate
appropriate for current active members over the year following the date of the
valuation. The attained age method, in contrast, allows for the ageing of

the

workforce by settling the contribution rate at the average level appropriate over the
future working life of the active membership.
The selection of the actuarial assumptions to be used in assessing pension cost
for SSAP24 purposes is a matter of judgment for the actuary in consultation with the
client. The actuarial methods and assumptions taken together should be compatible
and lead to the actuary’s best estimate of the cost of providing the benefits promised.
However SSAP24 does not require the actuary to make best estimates of the financial
and demographic factors taken separately.
GN36 concentrates on accounting for a funded DB pension scheme whereas
FRS17 encapsulates a wider range of employee benefits (GN21 refers to postretirement medical plans). The assumptions used for the valuation of the liabilities are
ultimately the responsibility of the employer’s directors who should have regard to the
advice provided by the actuary. The assumptions underlying the valuation should be
mutually compatible and reflect a best estimate of likely future experience. A full
actuarial valuation is normally carried out on a triennial basis and would not normally
be available when the FRS17 estimates are required. The actuary should therefore
advise the employer on the aspects of the valuation which may mean that the FRS17
figures differ materially from those produced by a full actuarial valuation.
3.3 The actuarial assumptions
The valuation basis is the term given to the assumptions which underlie the
actuary’s calculations. The basis of valuation can be considered in two main sections,
namely the economic assumptions and the demographic assumptions.
(a)

The economic assumptions – for purposes of valuation assumptions will be
required regarding the following:
(i)

The rate of inflation
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(ii)

The rate of wage inflation

(iii)

The rate of pension increase

(iv)

The return available on investments

(v)

The discount rate

Some of these assumptions will depend on the specific scheme whilst others will be
determined by wider economic factors. The objective of making the assumptions is to
prepare a framework for funding the scheme. It should be remembered that
assumptions are not estimates and will almost always be incorrect thereby resulting in
scheme surpluses or deficits. Perhaps the key economic assumption is that of the rate
of return on investments. It is standard practice for actuaries to assume a low risk
return (based on bond/gilt yields) for liabilities in retirement but a higher rate prior to
retirement.
A key component of the research project was semi-structured interviews with
industry experts to include scheme actuaries, finance directors, academics and
independent pension trustees. In Box 3.1 are a range of viewpoints regarding the
economic assumptions and in Box 3.2 mortality assumptions are the main focus.
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BOX 3.1 ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS
“We are now called into being far more precise regarding our assumptions. There
was a time ten or fifteen years ago whereby actuarial assumptions were the actuary’s
assumptions and nobody said boo to them. They were a bit finger in the air, they felt
about right, they felt on the cautious side of things and that was OK. Whereas now
we are far more going through each of the assumptions and actually assessing are
they best estimate, are they prudent, just prudent is prudent and so on. So we are
being asked in a way to be far more technical about the way we approach actuarial
valuations.” (Scheme actuary)
“I’m not a complete convert but I can see the financial economist’s view that any
valuation of liabilities should be based upon a risk-free discount rate. And therefore
it makes schemes more easily comparable, it makes a clearer view about what you are
trying to do and it means that you are not taking credit now for future investment
returns that may or may not turn up. However, I am a pragmatist and I realise that
this is completely unpalatable for the majority of companies and probably trustees out
there. So I’ll be honest that in the pension schemes that I’m doing valuations for now
and in the past that includes some very large pension schemes there is only one case
where I have used a risk-free gilt based discount rate and in the others I’m making
some allowance for future investment returns.” (Scheme actuary)
“My own preference is that when you are working out the technical provision, so
when you are deciding whether there is a surplus or deficit on your balance sheet,
that you should be on the prudent side and obviously that is what the regulator is
saying as well, and I’m more relaxed about allowing for investment out-performance
when you are working out the recovery plan, so the way in which that deficit is going
to be paid off and that is my own preference, but I know that some actuaries don’t
hold with that at all.” (Scheme actuary)
“So I think the most crucial assumptions and the ones we are spending the most time
talking about are the discount rates and the mortality assumptions. Things like rates
of early retirement, withdrawal rates, some of the other demographics, frankly are
all fiddling around the edges, for most schemes.” (Finance Director)
“So your discount rate should reflect your investment strategy. Now of course there
will be variation in the extent to which you allow for equity out performance and that
could probably be manipulated. Some people might assume 2% in excess of a gilt
return whereas others might assume 4% so what you are going to get out of equity is
an area for manipulation and difference of opinion..” (Scheme actuary)
“ the equity out performance assumption is the only judgmental one where the
actuary has to hang his hat on something which will affect the results … “
(Scheme actuary)
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(b)

The demographic assumptions – these relate to the membership of the scheme
and include:
(i)

Mortality rates for both in service and retired members

(ii)

The proportion of members who withdraw before retirement

(iii)

The proportion of members retiring at each age

(iv)

The proportion of members who will leave a partner who is entitled to
a spouse’s pension and the age of that partner

The demographic assumption that is currently receiving most publicity and scrutiny is
the mortality assumption. Over recent years there has been a noticeable increase in
longevity which can have a significant impact on the magnitude of scheme liabilities.
It has been estimated that life expectancy has recently been improving at the rate of
two years per decade.
A further factor which may influence the scheme liabilities is the proportion of
scheme members who opt for cash commutation at retirement i.e. sacrifice future
pension for a cash sum. The potential significance of this factor has recently increased
following new legislation implemented on A Day which allows a higher tax-free cash
sum to be taken at retirement. The terms of commutation are typically less generous
than the income foregone so if significant numbers take up this option then the
reduction in scheme liabilities could be material.
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BOX 3.2 MORTALITY ASSUMPTION
“ ...mortality is a bit like putting your finger in the air ....” (Finance Director)
“one is mortality ... not because it is the most important assumption ... but the
reality of it is that most pension schemes, all but the very biggest, have no
scheme specific evidence on which to base their own assumptions” (Scheme
actuary)
“ the changes in mortality that they are talking about now is postcode type
mortality – I think they are really only tweaks to the mortality that they have at
the moment.”
(Trustee)
“ a few years ago they had this enormous jump where they just came out with
generational mortality tables instead of the previous ones which were the
1992 series and at that point everyone’s liabilities jumped by 10 to 15 percent
overnight but since then they are kind of there with the mortality tables. There
is still a lot of research going on in mortality ... mortality always changes …
but they are almost there.”
(Independent trustee)
“I think everybody now will be using generational mortality tables … there is
still a bit of judgement in whether actuaries want to use medium cohort or
long cohort or short cohort. The liabilities would change 1 to 2 percent in the
short to medium and then again from medium to long. Most actuaries are
medium. I have only seen one case where actuaries have asked us to look at
the short cohort and see what the impact is.” (Scheme actuary)
“mortality is the bit where you are most likely to end up with uniformity albeit
you are required to make a judgement on mortality for your particular scheme
population....” (Scheme actuary)
“There is scope for a lot of variation in current mortality to reflect occupation
and socio-economic class. There is little argument against standardising the
allowance for future improvements in mortality (or at least specifying a
minimum rate of improvement (e.g. the long cohort projections).”
(Trustee)
“Nobody knows, anybody’s guess is as good as anybody else’s in terms of
future rates of improvement” (Finance Director)
“..... because of the Regulator there is going to be a default towards long
cohort which ratchets up liability and discourages employers from continuing
accruals...” (Academic)
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“ the mortality assumption is an important one but is a default to some sort
of standard table.. and all the other assumptions (demographic) are third
order and marginal..” (Finance Director)
“ ... a situation we have come up against recently is that of a push back from
the auditors of the mortality assumptions because what might be used for
funding may not be appropriate for accountants as a best estimate...”
(Scheme actuary)

3.4

The significance of the assumptions
Clearly when an actuarial valuation is carried out reliance is placed upon a

specific set of economic and demographic assumptions. An obvious question arising
concerns the sensitivity of the pension surplus or deficit reported to changes in the
individual assumptions. It is however important to recognise that the changing the
valuation assumptions does not alter the actual position of the scheme itself1. We shall
consider the potential impact of a number of different variables in decreasing order of
significance, not all of which are presently prescribed under current disclosure
requirements.
3.4.1 Mortality/longevity
The choice of mortality table used to value the scheme liabilities can make a
huge difference to the liabilities themselves and also impact upon the profit and loss
account via the service cost. Despite this obvious significance, FRS17 did not require
a mortality assumption to be disclosed though IAS19 requires all material
assumptions to be shown of which mortality is clearly one. Indeed Lane, Clark and
Peacock (2007) note a marked improvement in disclosure levels regarding
expectations regarding expectations of future life expectancy. Of the 93 FTSE100
companies with DB schemes 76 have disclosed a meaningful mortality assumption in
contrast with a small minority two years previously.
Although disclosure levels concerning mortality have clearly improved there remains
more concern regarding a widespread tendency to underestimate length of life as a

1
Although not under investigation in this study it should be noted that current DB disclosure
requirements appear to offer significant potential for earnings management, particularly with regard to
the actuarial assumptions. See, for example, Bergstrasser et al (2004) and Asthana (2008).
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result of medical, lifestyle and other improvements. Such concern is illustrated by the
following observation:
“The effects of changing life expectancy are so substantial that they are worth
revisiting. Each year of extra life adds 3% to 4% to pension liabilities so, with £800
billion of liabilities across all UK pension schemes, getting it wrong could mean nasty
surprises in the future.” David Norgrove (UK Pensions Summit)
Surveys of mortality disclosures tend to reveal both a wide range of
assumptions and also a tendency to not fully account for future improvements in
mortality and life expectancy. Punter Southall (2007) examined the range of mortality
assumptions used by FTSE100 companies as at 31 December 2005 and discovered a
difference of more than five years in life expectancy at age 65 which equates to a
potential 20% difference in liabilities. PriceWaterhouseCoopers (2007) in their annual
survey of actuarial assumptions for 2006 suggest that longevity assumptions can
increase or reduce liabilities by as much as 15%. However they also found that
average assumptions regarding life expectancy had increased by one year since the
previous survey thereby adding approximately 7% to the calculated cost of pensions.
This would suggest that companies are in the process of updating their longevity
assumptions in line with recent trends. Hymans Robertson (2007) reveal that
FTSE350 companies use life expectancies ranging from 82 to 88 years for males
currently aged 65. This would again equate to a difference in pension liabilities of
around 20% between the bottom and top of the range. Finally Pension Capital
Strategies (PCS)(2007) also quote a similar range of assumptions for FTSE100
companies but also suggest variations across different industries and, interestingly, by
size of pension.
Current life expectancy is only part of the equation however. The other key
factor is the rate at which life expectancy is improving and whether the current rate of
improvement will continue in the future. The current rate of improvement is in the
region of two years per decade but companies are anticipating, on average, that life
expectancy will increase by only 1.3 years in the next two decades (PCS 2007). If
current trends do continue then future pension shocks may be in the pipeline.
Longevity is currently under further scrutiny from both the recently introduced
Board of Actuarial Standards and the Pensions Regulator. The former published a
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consultation paper in March 2008 inviting comment by June 2008. Paul Seymour,
Chairman of the BAS, commented:

“One of the BAS's goals is that decisions should be based on sound and defensible
assumptions. This Discussion Paper has set out to explore the complex issues
involved in making mortality assumptions and to discuss the part that technical
actuarial standards might play in achieving this goal.”
He went on to emphasise the importance of the consultation for pension
schemes and insurance companies:
“We need to hear from the pension scheme trustees and insurance company
directors who necessarily make decisions based on assumptions about mortality. They
need information which can assist them to understand risks. Actuaries providing
advice must focus on how best to communicate the choices to be made, the
uncertainty surrounding them and their implications.”
The Pensions Regulator issued a consultation document in February 2008
seeking views on how it expects pension schemes to take account of future
improvements on longevity. This had suggested introducing changes applying to
valuations due from March 2007. Commenting on the change, David Norgrove,
chairman of the regulator, said:
“The consultation has proved to be extremely useful. In order to ensure that
we have the time to fully consider all of the responses, and to clarify that the original
proposed date of introduction did not mean that schemes needed to restart valuation
processes that had already begun, we have decided that any changes will be
introduced from the start of the next valuation cycle. This will impact valuation dates
from September 2008, with any necessary recovery plans due up to 15 months later in
December 2009.”
More than 80 responses were received as part of the consultation, which the
regulator is considering carefully before reaching a conclusion on the best way
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forward. The regulator expects to publish a full response to the consultation and the
final version of its new approach later in the summer.
3.4.2 Rate of inflation and volatility of inflation
The theoretical market expectations of inflation at each duration can be
derived by comparing the yield on fixed interest gilts with that for index-linked gilts.
It has been suggested that the rate on index-linked gilts may be artificially low due to
excessive demand from pension schemes and consequently an adjustment to the
theoretical rate may be justified. Punter Southall (2007) on surveying FTSE100 and
FT250 companies find a range between 2.5%-3% in disclosures. They also estimate
that a reduction of 0.5% in the assumed inflation rate could reduce liabilities by
approximately 15%.
The impact of inflation volatility is not as significant as inflation itself but
nevertheless can exert an impact upon the magnitude of liabilities. When the rate of
inflation is comparatively low, as currently, then a high assumption regarding the
volatility of inflation can lead to reduced pension increase assumptions. More
specifically, if pensions increase at inflation up to a maximum of 5% per annum then
higher volatility would suggest that the increase is capped more often. In turn this
would lead to a lower assumption regarding pension increases. In contrast to the
sensitivity of liabilities to inflation itself, the impact of volatility is likely to be of the
magnitude of 10% of liabilities.
3.4.3 Discount rate
The accounting rules prescribed by FRS17 and IAS19 result in accounting
disclosures being calculated on the basis that future investment returns on scheme
assets will equate to those of AA rated corporate bonds of appropriate duration.
PriceWaterhouseCoopers(2007) suggest that in the calculation of liabilities, pension
schemes assume much higher investment returns for the period up to retirement,
closer to the return on BBB rate bonds. For the period after retirement, the investment
rates assumed tend to be lower, and in most cases close to AA or AAA rated bonds.
Punter Southall (2007) report a range of assumptions for FTSE100 companies of 4.74.9% with more flexibility shown by FT250 companies with a range of 4.6-5.3%.
They also suggest that an increase in the discount rate of 0.2% could reduce liabilities
by as much as 5%.
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3.4.4 Salary increases
The impact of salary increases depends to a significant degree upon the
maturity of the individual scheme under consideration since it only applies to active
members. The salary increase assumption tends to be expressed in real terms and
Punter Southall (2007) reveal assumptions ranging from inflation + 0.05% to 2.5%. In
addition their estimates suggest that a decrease in salary inflation of 0.5% would
lower liabilities by a corresponding 4%.
3.4.5 Return on assets
The assumed return on equities does not impact upon the liabilities of the
scheme but rather upon the profit and loss entry through its impact upon the net
interest charge. More specifically a higher assumption will, in turn, lead to a reduction
in the net interest charge. If the assumed returns do not materialise then the impact
will flow through the Statement of Recognised Gains and Losses in the following
year. Punter Southall (2007) report a range of disclosures by FTSE100 companies
from 6.95% to 8.3% with FTSE250 companies again exhibiting more flexibility with
a range of 6.0% to 8.8%.
3.4.6 Other assumptions
Other variables which can impact upon the liabilities estimate include early
retirement, cash commutation and scheme expenses. Of these early retirement is
suggested to have the most significance with Punter Southall (2007) suggesting that
allowing for a reasonable level of early retirement could reduce total liabilities by
around 5%.
The impact of cash commutation is forecast to increase following legislative
changes following A day which permit higher cash lump sums to be taken. The terms
of commutation vary enormously and PriceWaterhouseCoopers (2007) report that, to
date, only 36% of schemes actually reflect commutation in their funding assumptions.
The potential impact of commutation has been estimated (Punter Southall (2007)) at
1.5% of liabilities for a scheme with a commutation basis which is 10% less generous
than the accounting basis.
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Finally scheme expenses can currently be accounted for in a variety of different ways
under FRS17 or IAS19. Perhaps the most significant expense is that of the PPF
(Pension Protection Fund) Levy. Punter Southall suggest that a trend towards
capitalising such expenses is likely in future which will further worsen any deficit
arising.
3.5 Scheme terms
Finally the Association of British Insurers (2007) have researched the potential
impact of the ongoing alterations in scheme terms implemented by companies. These
include increases in the contribution rates for both employers and employees,
changing the retirement age, accrual rates and date of indexation and moving from a
final salary to some alternative such as average salary. They simulate the impact upon
a representative DB pension scheme (see Table 3.1 below).

Table 3.1
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Source (ABI Research)

4. SCHEME GOVERNANCE AND PENSIONS LEGISLATION
4.1 Introduction
This section examines the roles and responsibilities of the main parties
associated with the pension scheme together with the ongoing impact of recent
legislative changes. In particular the roles and duties of the trustees, scheme actuary
and the company (sponsor) are outlined individually and then collectively under the
umbrella of pension scheme governance. Subsequently developments emanating from
the Pensions Acts of 1995 and 2004 will be analysed assessing their impact upon both
the funding of pension schemes and the formation of policing bodies to intervene
when regulations have been breached.
4.2 The Stakeholders
4.2.1. The trustees
The primary role of the trustees is that of administering the trust and
exercising discretion when required whilst considering only the best financial interests
of the scheme members. Other responsibilities include acting in accordance with
prevailing legislation and establishing the investment strategy of the scheme. Finally
the trustees should take advice on matters outside their expertise and be effective
communicators with the membership.
4.2.2. The actuary
The main role of the actuary is that of advising the trustees via appointment as
scheme actuary but it is also likely that the sponsor will also require actuarial advice.
A potential conflict of interest would appear to materialise if the same actuary was to
occupy both these roles although there are currently no obstacles preventing this
happening. The majority of these schemes surveyed by PWC (2007) appeared to
appreciate the implications of such dual roles and 72% of respondents had separate
individuals as actuaries advising trustees and sponsors. However of these respondents
almost 50% used actuaries from the same, rather than distinct, firms thereby calling
into question the degree of independence. The remaining 28% had the same actuary
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fulfilling both trustee and sponsor roles although a quarter of these companies claimed
to be currently considering the question of securing separate advice.
The scheme actuary is required to act in accordance with the legal obligations
and advise the trustees as the primary client when required. More specifically he/she
is required to certify the transfer value basis, the minimum funding requirement
(MFR) position (though now superseded in most cases by the recovery plan
originating from the Pensions Act (2004)), any debt on the company in winding up
and finally that the contribution schedule meets MFR(or recovery plan) requirements.
The role of the actuary advising the sponsor would be likely to place greater
emphasis on managing the risk of the scheme and advising about opportunities to
manage and alleviate the impact of the cost burden of the scheme upon company
activities. This may involve increasing the contribution levels, changing the terms of
the scheme (for example the accrual rate or salary upon which the pension is based) or
more radically closing the scheme or considering the pension buyout option.
4.2.3. The company (sponsor)
The company should act in accordance with the best interest of the shareholder
whilst, at the same time, incentivising and motivating the employees by effectively
communicating the merits of the scheme. Initially the company is involved the benefit
design for the scheme and then, on an ongoing basis, is required to meet its
obligations under the trust deed and rules. In particular it must pay the requisite
contributions to the scheme and make good any underfunding. It must also, more
recently, inform the Pensions Regulator of any “notifiable events” and pay the
assessed levy to the Pension Protection Fund (PPF).
4.2.4 The importance of good governance
The profile of good governance in the pensions industry has grown
significantly during the past three or four years as a consequence of a series of less
than positive news stories. The creation of the Pensions Regulator (2005) was
designed to give teeth to the Pensions Act 2004 in its objective of protecting members
of pension schemes. The new legislation also provides trustees with a framework
which supports them in their responsibility of acting in members’ interests.
Trustees are now required to have knowledge and understanding of the law
relating to pensions and trusts, of the funding of pension schemes and of the
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investment of assets. In addition they need to be familiar with scheme specific
documentation including, inter alia, trust deeds and rules, statements of investment
and funding principles. A good governance framework will underpin these
requirements.
Most trustees do feel confident in their governance practices but, according to
the Pension Regulator’s survey of 2006, there are some areas where shortcomings
remain:
 70% of DB schemes do not have specific policies to manage conflicts of
interest.
 37% of DB schemes do not review sponsoring employer’s credit ratings.
 20% of all schemes with a pensions provider do not have any service level
agreement in place.
There is also wide variety in the composition of trustee boards with a growing
tendency to utilise the services of independent trustees. This is illustrated by the fact
that 50% of trustee boards include at least one independent trustee and 25% of all
boards are led by an independent chairman (PWC (2007)).
Although the use of independent trustees may be regarded as improving scheme
governance, a further issue exists regarding the involvement of the sponsor on the
board of trustees. According to PWC (2007), 50% of boards of trustees include a
director from the main sponsor with 20% having a company director as chairperson.
The potential problems are evident in that 15% of schemes reported trustees who had
resigned within the past three years to avoid a potential conflict of interest.
Whilst the overall impression of the current state of pension scheme governance is
one of general improvement, there remain major challenges. PWC (2006), in their
survey of pension scheme governance, report that 54% of trustee boards either have
not established a formal governance policy or are not using it to assist with decision
making. In addition only 48% of trustee boards assess the performance of their
advisers using consistent criteria set by the trustees. This is despite the fact that the
management of advisers is a critical factor for effective scheme governance. PWC
(2008), in their most recent survey, suggest that only 18% of trustees agreed that
action points were completed within the agreed timescale.
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Cocco & Volpin (2007) examine the composition of the board of trustees in
relation to both the asset allocation of the scheme and contributions to the scheme.
They hypothesise that “insider” trustees may have an incentive to increase the
riskiness of the assets and also favour shareholders over scheme members. Their
conclusions suggest the existence of an agency problem with trustee boards having a
higher proportion of insider trustees investing a higher proportion of scheme assets in
more risky securities and also appearing to favour dividend payments at the expense
of scheme contributions. The Pensions Regulator (2008) has recently produced a
report advising trustees concerning such conflicts of interest.
BOX 4.1 CONFLICTS OF INTEREST & THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
“ There is a trend for the finance director to come off the trustee board. We tend to
find there are a lot more independent trustees appointed these days.” (Trustee)
“Whilst there is a need to manage conflicts there are still personalities, like politics, at stake
on any trustee board that will always come to the surface at some stage. In theory there
should be no conflicts but in practice they will always be there and will never be eliminated
unless you have a full set of independent trustees on the board. But even then there can be
conflict.” (Independent trustee)

“You are definitely going to have some serious people in the company wanting to be
on the trustee board … they’ll want to have some input into what’s going on in the
pension scheme which does lead to a potential conflict of interest.” (Trustee)
“if you’ve got the finance director on board … the main role of the trustee is to
protect the members benefits and if say that requires contributions to be doubled
because the scheme is in deficit say and one of your trustees is the finance director
who is concerned about making sure the company makes a profit it is difficult then for
him to work out what hat he is actually wearing when making these decisions.”
(Trustee)
“Trustees and the company are at either sides of the spectrum. The trustees are
interested in making sure the members are still getting benefits. The company is
interested in ensuring that they can keep their pension scheme as cheap as possible.
Between them they have to come to a decision, the trustees are definitely involved;
sponsor cannot just close the scheme without consulting with the trustees.” (Scheme
Actuary)
“Major conflicts occur where somebody who is a chief executive or financial director
of the company and is also a trustee and there is obviously a duty on trustees to tell
their fellow trustees if there is something that could impact upon the scheme. The sort
of event that might cause a problem is a major sale, a major acquisition, something
like the payment of a special dividend. The sort of thing the regulator is interested in
where money is going to leave the company and go outside the company’s reach. A
special dividend is a good example that, where the company may be planning to pay,
say, £20m out in special dividends to shareholders and that money is going to leave
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the company for ever and go out of the reach of the trustees, and therefore reduce the
covenant. Now, is as a finance director you know that’s going to happen and you
know you can’t tell the trustees before it happens, that causes real problems. Most
people get round that by not having the finance director or chief executive as a
trustee.” (Scheme actuary)
“The way I’ve seen less serious conflicts dealt with is trustees having a declaration of
a conflict of interest at the start of each meeting. People leaving the room for certain
discussions. People resigning as trustees for a period to time or permanently.”
(Trustee)
“If we’ve got people on the trustee board who have knowledge of the company, then
we would rather keep them because they have the experience that an independent or
lay trustee would not have.” (Independent trustee)
“ A trustee board that contains no directors or senior officers of the employer when
vital discussions are taking place is unlikely to be in the best position to make wellinformed decisions.” (Independent trustee)

BOX 4.2 CONFLICTS OF INTEREST & THE ACTUARIAL FIRM
“We are being forced, which I think is a good thing, to think far more about our own
conflict of interest. And it is far more common now for the scheme actuary not to
have any significant discussions with the company and for the company to talk to
another actuary, whether that be from the same firm or from a different firm again
because of a potential conflict of interest.” (Scheme actuary)
“Most conflicts can be avoided if there is a good flow of information between the
company and the trustees. To my mind if everybody knows everything then there is no
conflict. Conflict arises when somebody knows something that somebody else should
know but they can’t tell them.” (Scheme actuary)
“The bigger schemes have a lot more issues and a lot more complications, for
example, those run by companies quoted on the stock exchange need to show that they
use separate advice because they need to show that they are doing things in the right
way, that they are squeaky clean.” (Consulting actuary)

“The smaller schemes out there see disproportionate costs if you are going to appoint
two sets of advisors. What you are seeing more and more is that there would be one
main scheme actuary who will give advice to the trustees, and the trustees will discuss
the advice with the employer. If the employer wants to ask some difficult questions
and wants some answers independent of the trustees they will go out and seek
independent advice. But, in general, for the smaller ones there is one scheme actuary
and it is up to the scheme actuary to manage the conflict.” (Scheme actuary)
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BOX 4.3 TRUSTEE EFFECTIVENESS
“In the past there were cases where trustees didn’t really understand what was going
on with their pension scheme, in some cases I guess they didn’t even understand
pensions, the calculations that were being done and why they were being done. The
requirement now is that they have a much better understanding.” (Scheme actuary)
“The requirement now is that ⅓ of the people on the board are nominated by members of the
scheme. As for the other ⅔ it is not set out in stone as to how you decide who they are. But
the ⅓ representation is supposed to protect the members … although whether members
actually do vote is questionable … I’d be surprised if you’d actually get where everyone is
interested in who their trustees are.” (Independent trustee)

“Trustees which have decent advisers are pretty effective, provided they listen to their
advisers. I think the ones that tend to suffer are the ones who employ advisors who
are cheaper in cost and not as mainstream.” (Scheme actuary)
“A lot of trustee boards are now getting independent trustees, independent
professionals, because the role of trustee has expanded so much over the past few
years but on a typical trustee board you might have one independent trustee but you
will have a number of employer appointed trustees and a number of member
nominated trustees.”(Scheme actuary)
“The bigger the board the more unwieldy and slow the board gets, if it is too small
however it may not be able to do business quickly and effectively. There was some
research done around corporate boards, I think the magic number was nine.”
(Independent trustee)
“At the end of the day what is important is the people around the table and if you
have the enthusiasm and commitment they will deal with the size of the board – it is as
much about the quality of the people around the table as it is about board size.”
(Trustee)
“Our main thrust is to get trustees to work more effectively, have they got the right
people on the board, have they structured the board well enough, do they need to have
sub-committees. We look at helping them to be effective in their decision-making s we
encourage them to take the right advice at the right time and provide an audit trail.”
(Consulting actuary)

“We would encourage trustees to have a strategy focus, what they are doing in their
particular scheme. So they might have objectives around funding and investment but
they will also have objectives around service delivery and communication with
members. They might also have objectives around how they themselves govern the
scheme.” (Consulting actuary)
“The most common sub-committee by far is the investment sub-committee. Along side
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that you may have an audit committee, an administrative committee which is
reasonably common. You might have a governance committee which thinks about
trustee training, you might have a risk committee. Whatever the trustee board thinks
it needs.” (Finance director)
4.3

Current legislation

4.3.1 Introduction
The primary vehicles for current pension scheme legislation have been the
Pensions Acts of 1995 and 2004 with the latter Act removing and replacing the main
requirements and institutions of the former. The earlier Act saw the formation of the
Occupational Pensions Regulatory Authority (OPRA) and the implementation of the
highly prescriptive Minimum Funding Requirement (MFR). The Pensions Act 2004
abolished the MFR in favour of the more flexible statutory funding objective (SFO)
and provided for the replacement of OPRA by the Pensions Regulator. In addition the
formation of the Pension Protection Fund (PPF) required companies operating DB
schemes to pay a levy which could then be used to compensate members of schemes
whose sponsor was unable to fulfil their obligations to the scheme (this was similar to
the PBGC (Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation) which has existed in the US since
1974).
4.3.2 Pensions Act 1995
This piece of legislation was one of the most important influences upon
pension schemes for many years. The catalyst for a significant number of the reforms
enacted in the legislation was the publication of the Goode report in 1994. A Pension
Law Review Committee (PLRC) had been set up in 1992 under the chairmanship of
Professor Roy Goode following the Maxwell affair when in excess of £400 million
had been pilfered from the pension scheme to shore up the finances of the ailing
Maxwell Group.
One of the main recommendations of the PLRC was the introduction of a
minimum funding requirement (MFR) to ensure security of pension rights for scheme
members. The primary objective of the MFR was to ensure that the assets of a scheme
were sufficient to meet its liabilities. The initial proposals of the PLRC regarding the
time scale to restore full funding were subsequently relaxed by the UK government in
light of comments received following publication of the White Paper. In summary the
requirements of the Pensions Act 1995 concerning under-funding were as follows:
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(1)

Schemes that are less than 90% of the MFR must have their funding level
restored to 90% within one year and to 100% within five years.

(2)

The calculation of the asset and liability values is to be averaged over a period
of seven months, which may be on either side of the valuation date.
In a further attempt to avoid another Maxwell scandal s48 of the Act (“the

whistle-blowing section”) imposed a duty upon auditors and scheme actuaries to
report to OPRA if they became aware of any legal breach by the trustees or managers
of the scheme which was likely to be of material significance in the exercise of any of
their functions. In the early days, trustees and advisers appeared to be overcautious
about the new regulations and OPRA were inundated with reports of insignificant
matters. As a consequence OPRA issued an updated version of s48 which signalled a
change towards a more risk-based, proactive regulatory approach. Under the new
system, breaches were to be classified as red, amber or green with a duty to always
report “red” breaches and not to report “green” breaches. This leaves the “amber”
category as when the actuary or auditor is required to exercise professional judgment
in deciding whether the breach is likely to prove material to member interests.
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4.3.3. Pensions Act 2004
The Act of 2004 was viewed as a landmark in securing and strengthening the
UK’s tradition of private pension provision and a major stepping stone to meeting the
demographic challenges posed by an ever healthier, but ageing, population. The three
key dimensions of the Act were:
 The creation of a Pension Protection Fund (PPF) to radically change the
protection offered to members of DB pension schemes.
 A new Pensions Regulator to replace OPRA but with a wider remit and a new
set of powers.
 A set of measures designed to empower people to plan, work and save for their
retirement.
Perhaps the most radical innovation of the Act was the creation of the PPF which
was designed to protect scheme members from the possible loss of their pension rights
in the event of the sponsoring employer going into liquidation. This applied to events
happening subsequent to 5th April 2005 with a separate Financial Assistance Service
being created to assist members of schemes that had entered winding up before that
date.
The PPF was to be part funded by the assets of schemes that it took over and partly by
a compulsory levy on all schemes covered by the PPF. The levy is comprised largely
of a risk-based element (80% of the levy) along with a scheme-based element. The
high risk-based weighting, based primarily on funding levels and the likelihood of the
employer’s insolvency (as measured by the Dun & Bradstreet credit score), implies
that costs will be reduced for well-funded schemes. The additional costs imposed on
companies by the PPF levy have been alleviated to some extent by a reduction in the
limited price indexation cap from 5.0% to 2.5%.
The PPF, unlike the PBGC in the United States, is not underwritten by the
government and was predicted to rapidly face funding difficulties. Indeed the PPF
reported a deficit of £323 million in its first Annual Report as at 31st March 2006. The
initial target for 2006/07 was £575 million but the actual amount raised was £271
million.
Currently the PPF plans to raise £675 million in 2007/08 and to achieve this
has proposed changes in the method of calculating the levy. The amendments
proposed will give greater incentives to companies to improve funding levels (and DB
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credit scores) and will place a significant burden on those companies already suffering
from soaring pension debts. Perhaps the key change is an increase in the cap on the
levy from 0.5% to 1.25% of scheme liabilities.
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BOX 4.4 PENSION PROTECTION FUND
“it is a good idea, each pension scheme required to pay a levy, a flat levy and a risk
associated levy and the risk based levy is based on how strong is the sponsor, what
kind of funding position is the scheme in at the moment, so it is a bit odd as if you are
seriously under-funded you are higher risk and pay a higher levy but that makes you
even less well funded.” (Trustee)
“other argument is that all the schemes that are very well funded have to pay the levy
so those trustees think we have to bail out the schemes that aren’t well funded, why
should we pay insurance when we don’t need it.” (Finance Director)
“PPF is having more influence on how companies try to affect credit ratings, there is
some of that going on with companies looking at how they can improve their scores in
order to influence the levy.” (Consulting Actuary)
“Not sure it is having an effect on trustees looking at their funding, main focus of
trustees is getting the funding assumptions right and the investment strategy right...”
(Independent trustee)
“PPF gives members more reassurance, they are more confident now in the regulator
regime that is out there...” (Trustee)
“In terms of employers dealing with pension schemes I think it is an additional cash
call, for the most part they are paying for insurance that they will never use. I think
they just see it as an additional cash drain on their resources. It doesn’t really
influence their funding policy unless they want to try and mitigate levy to a
reasonable extent.” (Scheme actuary)
“The levy is based on the funding position of the pension scheme and a D&B rating,
companies can’t control the funding position unless they pump in more cash,
companies don’t want to do that so they try to control D&B ratings, more and more
companies are trying to improve their rating.” (Scheme actuary)
“I have one very large scheme where frankly the odds of it going bust is practically
zero ..... and yet their PPF premium is very high because they have a large number of
members, the risk-based levy is virtually nil but the scheme-based levy is very
significant ..... their perspective is why are we stumping up all this money when we
have no prospect of ever needing the scheme .... there is no point buying house
insurance if there is no chance of your house ever burning down...” (Scheme actuary)
“My view strongly is that it is not the PPF that is the problem, it should have been
met by taxpayers, not put a burden on other well run final salary schemes and
employers who are already paying, on a voluntary basis, to fund their own scheme
and are being hit by a double whammy in terms of the pension levy ..” (Scheme
actuary)
“The level of these PPF premiums in some cases are just astronomic” (Finance
Director)
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The Act also provided for a new Pensions Regulator to replace OPRA from April
2005. There had been a perception that OPRA had been a bureaucratic and reactive
regulator and that a more proactive approach was desirable. The main objectives of
the regulator are:
 To protect benefits for members of work-based schemes
 To promote good administration of work-based schemes
 To reduce the risk of claims on the PPF.
The first objective, protecting member benefits, involved the replacement of the
one-size fits all approach of the MFR with a new statutory funding objective (SFO).
The MFR did not guarantee that a scheme was solvent and had been based on a
discounted income approach to valuing equity which was no longer valid. It does
however remain as the minimum requirement for all schemes until they have their
first triennial valuation after September 2005.
The government, in responding to the Myners Review, announced its intention to
replace the MFR with a scheme specific SFO. However the deliberations were
complicated by the enactment of the EU Pensions Directive 2003 which caused some
nervousness in pension circles. In particular the directive stated that:
“a scheme must have at all times sufficient and appropriate assets to cover its
technical provisions.”
This could potentially have caused massive problems for UK companies
depending upon the interpretation of the above clause, for example it could have
meant that all schemes must always be fully funded on a buyout basis. However the
UK legislation made it clear that the trustees and employers can decide how the
technical provisions should be calculated.
In February 2006 the Pensions Regulator published a Regulatory Code of
Practice on “Funding Defined Benefits” and soon after, in May 2006, followed this
with a statement entitled “How the Pensions Regulator will regulate the funding of
defined benefits.” The code was primarily aimed at trustees but obviously also
impacted upon sponsoring companies. The key elements of the Code are:
 A statement of the funding principles specific to the circumstances of each
scheme setting out how the statutory funding objective will be met.
 Periodic actuarial valuations and actuarial reports.
 A schedule of contributions.
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 A recovery plan where the SFO is met.
There remained a degree of vagueness surrounding the term “technical
provisions” although the Regulator does state that:
“in particular, legislation does not require technical provisions to be set at the level
needed to buy out the accrued liabilities with an insurance company.”
The longer term objective is to strengthen scheme funding through the effective
implementation of the SFO. By the end of 2009 all DB schemes will have completed
scheme funding valuations on the new basis and those with a shortfall should have
agreed a recover plan.
The Regulator portrays itself as a referee rather than a player and emphasises
the overriding importance of a good relationship between the sponsoring company
and the trustees. This requires effective communication in which the finance director
plays a crucial role. The Regulator will focus upon the technical provisions (a range
between the s179 and FRS17/IAS19 liability values is acceptable) and the recovery
plans ( ideally within 10 years and not significantly back-loaded) together with any
cases where disputes arise.
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BOX 4.5 PENSIONS REGULATOR COMMENTS
“Overall the PR is good and making a substantial difference. Its seeming reluctance
to use its “moral hazard” powers in the early years have been a set-back. It is a bit
early to say what its influence is on Scheme Specific Funding but initial signs are
positive.”(Independent trustee)
“ I think that the pensions regulator is far more effective than its predecessor but then
it has got a different set of powers.(Independent trustee)
“I get mixed views on what people think of the regulator. I think in a lot of areas the
regulator is providing a lot of information to help trustees manage their schemes”
(Consulting Actuary)
“My perception is that they tend to be quite helpful when you go to them with a
query…. They are conscious that they do not want to become a player …. They are
there as a referee….. If they can encourage the employer and trustees to go away and
sort the problem out then they would rather do that than dictate what the outcome
should be.”(Scheme actuary)
“PR has been pretty effective so far. I think cash funding has become more
conservative just by the regulator being there and knowing that whatever you agree is
going to be scrutinized by the regulator.” (Consulting actuary)
“I think the big test will come when somebody tests his powers, there are some legal
views out there that if his powers are tested and do not hold up in court then the
whole system will become undone. The main power that the regulator can hold to the
head of corporate is to dictate the level of contributions. If that doesn’t hold up in
court then the whole principle of having a regulatory regime and being able to dictate
the level of contributions falls down.” (Consulting actuary)
The expectation was that most schemes would experience a shortfall against
the technical provisions and be obliged to prepare a recovery plan. Indeed a
preliminary survey by the Regulator of approximately 1,300 scheme valuations in
during late 2005 and early 2006 found that around 70% “triggered” on technical
provisions alone, 17% on the recovery plan alone and 26% on both. When deciding
whether or not to take action when a recover plan triggers the Regulator would
carefully consider the potential impact of any change upon employer viability. It was
also emphasised that the triggers should not be regarded as targets by the schemes but
are simply designed to prioritise and manage the work of the Regulator.
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Whilst the primary focus was directed towards protecting scheme members
through both the Pensions Regulator and Pension Protection Fund, the Pensions Act
2004 also introduced significant changes to the efficient functioning of Trustee
Boards with a view to enhancing scheme governance. A new requirement was
implemented whereby at least one third of the trustees are member nominated (MNT)
and the previous option for an employer to opt out, which had existed under the
Pensions Act 1995, was removed. Any existing opt out arrangements must be
discontinued by 31st October 2007 and it is further envisaged that the MNT proportion
will increase to 50% by 2009.
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5. PENSION RISK AND EQUITY MARKETS

5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters we noted that pension accounting has, at least in the
past, been somewhat opaque in that it is difficult to interpret and is largely contained
in footnotes to the accounts. We also detailed the relative lack of consistency of
actuarial assumptions used in the calculation of pension plan assets and liabilities.
Also noted was that the pension protection fund, introduced in 2004 as a guarantor of
pension benefits, may cloud the relationship between the risk of the pension plan and
for example equity risk. In light of the above complexities the question that can now
be asked is whether markets efficiently price pension plan risk. In this chapter we
consider pension plan funding and equity risk while in Chapter 6 we switch attention
to the corporate debt markets.
Black (1980) emphasises that a firm’s pension fund is legally separate from
the firm, however, because pension benefits are normally independent of fund
performance pension assets impact upon the firm as though they were firm assets.
Accepting this viewpoint we explore, from an econometric perspective, whether
pension plan risk is reflected in equity risk. If it is this implies that equity markets are
informationally efficient. On the other hand, if pension risk is not accurately reflected
markets may be viewed as informationally inefficient resulting in the underestimation
of risk and the resultant overvaluation of firms.
The analysis is undertaken for FTSE100 companies which have in place DB
pension plans (in 2006, 92 FTSE100 operated such schemes) and is carried out within
a panel framework for the years 2002 to 2006. This period coincides with many DB
schemes being in deficit2, the introduction of the pension protection fund and the
drive for greater clarity and harmonisation in accounting rules and actuarial
assumptions in pension reporting and calculation.
5.2 Pension plan funding and corporate equity
Feldstein and Seligman (1981) was one of the first studies to explore the effect
of a firm’s pension deficit on its share price. Using a sample of 200 US firms they
2

Lane, Clark and Peacock (2007), calculate the following mid-year pension funding deficits for
FTSE100 companies: 2006 -£36bn; 2005 -£37bn; 2004 -£42bn; 2003 -£55bn; 2002 -£25bn.
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find that a deficit is rapidly incorporated into the share price. This suggests that the
unfunded pension liability is being recognised by shareholders as equivalent to
corporate debt. Feldstein and Morck (1983) also explore how unfunded pension
obligations affect the market values of firms. Firms appear to choose the interest rate
they use in discounting future benefit obligations so as to balance the tax advantages
of a low rate against the more healthy looking annual reports a high rate allows.
Investors seem to penetrate this ruse and value firms as if obligations were figured at a
standard rate. The authors therefore conclude that pension liabilities are
overemphasized by the market with also some evidence that pension assets are
undervalued. Bulow, Morck and Summers (1987) using a variable effect event study
methodology conclude that unfunded pension liabilities are accurately reflected in
lower share prices. Aldersen and Chen (1987) find that companies which recover a
pension plan surplus generally experience an abnormal rise in the share price. The
authors argue that this is consistent with what they term the ‘separation hypothesis’,
that is, pension assets and liabilities are separate from those of the company. Jin et al.
(2006) examine whether the systematic equity risk of 4,500 US firms over the years
1993 to 1998 reflects the risk of their pension plan. The authors find that equity betas
of firms do appear to accurately reflect the betas of their pension assets and liabilities
which would support market efficiency. In addition, they find that cost-of-capital
calculations, used widely in corporate finance, do not distinguish between the
operating asset risk and pension plan risk. Franzoni and Marin (2006) using 36,651
company-years between 1980 and 2002 find that the market significantly overvalues
firms with severely underfunded pension plans. These companies earn lower raw and
risk adjusted stock returns than firms with healthier pension plans for at least five
years after the first emergence of the underfunding. The lower returns are reasoned by
the authors to be due to the fact that investors are systematically surprised by the
negative impact of the pension underfunding on earnings and cash flows. In addition
they find that underfunded firms tend to have poor operating performance, although
are value companies.

A slightly different perspective is addressed by Trivedi and

Young (2006) who examine the role of DB company pensions in amplifying the effect
of common shocks to companies’ stock market valuations. It identifies and evaluates
the significance of two channels of amplification: cross-holdings of equities in
pension schemes, and leverage induced by pension liabilities. Econometric analysis of
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weekly stock market data for a sample of FTSE 350 UK companies confirms that
these effects are statistically significant and robust to outlying observations.
5.3 Data Overview
The data is drawn from a number of sources –Worldscope Database, annual
reports of FTSE companies and London Business School (LBS) Risk Management
Service. The analysis is carried out for those FTSE100 companies which operate a DB
pension plan. The analysis is carried out in a panel framework covering the period
2002 to 2006. Prior to 2002 few companies provided details of their DB schemes in
their annual accounts. (Although FRS17 was introduced in November 2000 it was not
until year end 2002 that its impact reached most balance sheets.)
The hypothesis to be tested is that a higher pension plan risk translates into higher
overall firm equity risk. The initial issue to be considered is the measurement of the
dependent variable. Three alternate measures are considered. The first, and
theoretically most appropriate, is that of capital risk structure and is defined as

Capital structure risk  E  D =  E

Equity[ E ]
D
 D
E  Debt[ D]
ED

(5.1)

The equity beta  E is taken from the LBS Risk Management Service. For a small
number of companies  E was not available from this source and consequently we
estimated  E using five years of daily data and employing the Dimson (1979)
adjustment with one lag and no lead to control for nonsynchronous trading.3
Following Jin et al. (2006) a value of 0.175 was taken as the beta value for debt  D
To test the robustness of our empirical results we also report findings based on two
alternate measures of the dependent variable, they are systematic risk and the variance
of returns
Systematic risk =  E
3

Using this procedure we estimated

(5.2)

 E for some firms which were already provided by the LBS Risk

Management Service. Both sets of estimates were very similar.
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Variance of total return =  R2

(5.3)

In Table 5.1 a profile is presented of the equity risk characteristics of the companies in
the sample. The data reveals a relatively tight equity risk spread.
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Table 5.1: Measures of Equity Risk
Variable
Equity Beta
Capital Structure
Risk
Return Variability
(%)

βE
βE(E/E+D)+
βD(D/E+D)
σ R2

Mean
0.9663
0.7086

Std Dev
0.3972
0.3189

Q1
0.6575
0.4477

Median
0.9400
0.6849

Q3
1.2625
0.9230

29.61

8.62

23.00

29.00

35.00

The key independent variable is that of pension plan risk. We utilise three alternate
measures. These are
Pension Risk (PR1) = pension liabilities [PL] / (E+ D)

Pension Risk (PR2) =

Pension Risk (PR3) =

pension assets[PA]  PL
ED

 PA PA  PL PL
ED



(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)

ED

The first measure is guided by the work of Cardinale (2006) who suggested
that UK bond market prices reflect corporate pension liabilities and what is important
is the absolute size of liabilities and not pension deficits. The second is a version of
that used by Franzoni and Marin (2006), with emphasis in this instance on whether the
pension fund is in deficit or surplus. The third measure is that used by Jin et al. (2006)
and links directly to our key measure of equity risk, capital risk structure, (equation
5.1). Pension liabilities are taken as reported in terms of FRS17/IAS19 and are the
projected benefit obligation which represents the actuarial present value of vested and
nonvested benefits earned by an employee for service rendered to date plus projected
benefits attributable to salary increase. The pension assets are represented by the
contributions made by the sponsoring firm over the life of the DB scheme. These
contributions tend to be invested in traded assets and are valued at their market prices.
In the Jin at al. (2006) measure of pension risk the pension assets and liabilities are
weighted by average systematic risk exposure. The systematic risk exposure from
pension plan assets average  PA is measured by making certain assumptions about the
beta risk of the various categories of assets (equity, bonds, property, cash and other).
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In Table 5.2 we provide summary data for the pension plan assets4 allocations
for the sample companies plus the assumed  for the various classes.5 It is clear from
the asset allocations in Table 5.2 that there has been a rebalance of pension plan assets
away from equity and towards debt. This may be explained by the fact that recent
legislative changes have clarified that pension liabilities are a form of corporate debt
and that available evidence suggest mismatched investment strategies in pension
schemes reduce shareholder value6. With regard to the systematic risk of pension
liabilities  PL we adopt a similar approach to that followed by Jin et al. (2006)
although in this instance UK bond data is utilized. Monthly closing prices for a 30
year UK treasury bond and the FTSE all-share index were employed in a market
model regression to estimate a value for  PL .Using the in-sample estimate of 60
months data (i.e. the 60 months from 2002 to 2006), the pension liability is  PL =
0.38. Also calculated were five yearly estimates using 60 months rolling data up until
the end of the prior years. The average of these yearly estimates from 2002 to 2006 is

 PL = 0.28. In the empirical analysis we report findings on the basis of these two
values and it will be noted that our findings are quite sensitive to the chosen value of
pension liability systematic risk.
Table 5.2: Asset Allocation
Variable
No. of Firms
Equities (%)
Bonds (%)
Property (%)
Other (%)
Total Pension Fund
Assets (£bn)
Pension Assets /
Market Cap

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

52
59.83
30.52
3.36
6.30
195.44

89
59.50
30.63
2.39
7.48
294.13

91
56.94
32.44
2.48
8.14
326.71

92
57.60
32.82
3.07
6.51
381.07

92
54.73
35.32
3.74
6.20
419.96

Assumed Asset
Class Beta
1.000
0.175
0.150
0.006
-

21.88

24.33

24.26

23.95

24.51

-

4

The Jin et al. (2006) measure of pension risk, which takes account of the structure of the firm’s
pension assets, may be viewed as particularly appropriate as firms have recently changed their pension
asset allocation in an attempt to alter the pension plan risk profile (see Table 5.2).
5
The various values of  draw from work undertaken by the Harvard Management Company (see
Light (2001)).
6
The move from equity to bonds might have been expected to have been reversed post 2004 with the
establishment of the pension protection fund with companies shifting to equity because they would
benefit from the upside potential and would be able to pass downside risk to the protection fund. (The
pension protection fund essentially provides the sponsoring firm with a put option that can be exercised
in the event of sponsoring plan failure.) That this has not occurred may reflect the design of the
scheme where premiums levied are a function of pension deficit level and the insolvency risk of the
sponsoring company.
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Although findings for univariate specifications between the various measures
of pension and firm risk are presented it is important to assess whether the pension
risk variable is merely a surrogate for other variables which might impact upon firm
risk. There are a plethora of studies exploring the equity risk of firms and
consequently an equally large number of control variables viewed to be important.
Young et al. (1991) suggest that liquidity and capital intensiveness are of importance.
Chan et al. (2001) argue that research and development and advertising expenditure
have a systematic impact upon stock returns. Rosett (2001) highlights the importance
of leverage while a majority of studies point to the importance of firm size,
profitability and growth, (see for example, Gombola and Ketz, (1983)). Data for a
small number of these variables were not available, notably research and development
and advertising expenditure while others, such as liquidity and capital intensiveness,
did not prove significant. In Table 5.3 we present a profile of all the explanatory
variables which proved to be of importance. A correlation matrix is also detailed. A
key feature of this correlation matrix is that it highlights that the various measures of
pension risk are strongly correlated.
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Table 5.3: Independent Variables
Variable

Mean

Std Dev

Q1

Median

Q3

Pension Risk (1) PR1

Calculation
PL
ED

0.4308

0.7622

0.0860

0.2121

0.4412

Pension Risk (2) PR2

( PA  PL)
ED

-0.0382

0.0715

-0.0402

-0.0172

-0.0045

0.0589

0.0836

0.0097

0.0299

0.0767

0.0336

0.0637

0.0045

0.0180

0.0471

26.4425

15.3687

15.7560

25.9807

36.8275

0.0358

0.1345

-0.0111

0.0289

0.0612

0.0515

0.0563

0.0082

0.0403

0.0749

4.1281

0.6806

3.6823

3.9557

4.4057

 PAPA  PLPL

Pension Risk (3) PR3
(βPL= 0.28)
Pension Risk (3) PR3
(βPL= 0.38)
Financial Leverage
(FL)


ED ED
 PAPA  PLPL

ED ED

Debt
TotalAssets
TotalAssets
Log (
)
LaggedTotalAssets
NetIncome
TotalAssets
Log (TotalAssets )

Growth Rate (GR)
Return On Investment
(ROI)
Firm Size (FS)

Correlation Matrix
PR1
PR1
PR2
PR3
βPL=0.28
PR3
βPL=0.38
FL
GR
ROI
FS
FR
Var

PR2

PR3
βPL=0.28

PR3
βPL=0.38

1.0000
-0.8141
0.7473

1.0000
-0.7179

1.0000

0.4485

-0.4565

0.8699

1.0000

0.0896
-0.2180
-0.2043
-0.0257
0.1195
0.3635

0.0087
0.1784
0.1680
0.0963
-0.1594
-0.3724

-0.0149
-0.2052
-0.1423
-0.0434
0.1683
0.2127

-0.0034
-0.0915
-0.0629
0.0164
0.0830
0.0121

FL

1.0000
0.0319
-0.0705
-0.1833
-0.5000
-0.1774

GR

1.0000
0.0026
0.1484
-0.1278
-0.1857

ROI

1.0000
-0.3459
-0.0274
-0.2139

FS

1.0000
-0.0567
-0.0710

Beta

0.7995
0.5926

FR

Var

1.000
0.544

1.0

For illustrative purpose consider a specification involving our primary
measure of equity risk, capital structure equation (5.1), and the linked measure of
pension risk denoted PR3, equation (5.6). Following Jin et al. (2006) we define the
‘integrated’ company’s balance sheet as:
OA + PA = E + D + PL

(5.7)

OA is operating assets and the other terms are as before. The company’s financial
capital (E + D) can then be found by rearranging (5.7), that is E + D = OA +PA – PL.
Therefore the company’s capital structure risk can be reworked in the following form

ED =

 PA PA  PL PL
ED



or  E  D = PR3 

ED



 OAOA

(5.8)

ED

OAOA

(5.9)

ED
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and the estimating equation can then be specified as

 E  D = α + b PR3 +ε

(5.10)

b represents the sensitivity of firm risk to firm pension risk and α represents the part
of the expected firm risk that cannot be picked up by the pension risk. The expectation
is that b is positive and close to one.
Equation 5.10 is estimated in panel data form with fixed effects at industry
level controlled for by incorporating a dummy variable for each one-digit Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC). Petersen (2006) notes that in corporate finance and
asset pricing empirical studies, researchers are often confronted with panel data where
the residuals may be correlated across firms or across time7, and OLS standard errors
can be biased. Historically, the two literatures have used different solutions to this
problem. Corporate finance has relied on clustered standard errors (Rogers, 1977),
while asset pricing has used the Fama-MacBeth (1973) procedure. Petersen (2006)
shows that in the presence of an unobserved firm effect both OLS and the FamaMacBeth standard errors are biased downward and only clustered standard errors are
unbiased as they account for the residual dependence created by the firm effect. In this
study our results are reported with Rogers clustered standard errors.
Earlier it was emphasized that it is important to assess, through the
introduction of control variables (see Table 5.3), whether pension risk is merely a
surrogate of other variables which might impact upon firm risk. This point is
reinforced through examination of equation (5.9) and the estimating relationship, as
given by (5.10). The regression specification only gives an unbiased estimate of the
impact of pension risk on capital structure risk if operating asset risk is uncorrelated
with pension risk. This is unlikely to hold because as Jin et al. (2006) note “Much of
the risk in the pension fund comes from its equity holdings and firm human resource
policy, and these are potentially highly correlated with the firm’s own operating asset
risk.”

7

There are two general forms of dependence which are most common in finance applications. The
residuals of a given firm may be correlated across years (time series dependence) for a given firm. This
is called an unobserved firm effect. Alternatively, the residuals of a given year may be correlated
across different firms (cross-sectional dependence). This is called an unobserved time effect.
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5.4 Empirical Findings and Interpretation
In Table 5.4 empirical findings of various univariate specifications are
detailed. The coefficient estimates on PR1 (pension risk metric derived from
Cardinale, 2006) and PR3 (based on Jin et al., 2006) are generally positive and
significant indicating that higher levels of pension risk feed into higher levels of
capital structure risk, systematic risk and return variability. The exception to this
uniform picture is when PR3 is based on the pension liability upper limit  PL = 0.38
and where it can be seen from Table 5.4 that the specification does not pass the F-test
of joint significance of regressors at acceptable levels of significance. With respect to
PR2 (risk measure derived from Franzoni and Marin, 2006) the coefficient estimates
are negative as expected, although one of the three estimates are not significant at
normal levels.
In Table 5.5 we explore whether the pension risk variable, variously measured,
is merely a surrogate for other variables which may impact upon company equity risk.
All specifications pass the F-test of joint significance of regressors at the 5 percent
level of significance or better. Four control variables proved significant in this aspect
of the analysis (financial leverage, firm size, firm growth and the return on
investment). The coefficient estimates on financial leverage, firm growth and the
return on investment were consistently negative and mostly significant. Overall these
coefficient estimates suggest that FTSE100 companies which were more levered,
more profitable and faster growing had reduced levels of capital structure risk,
systematic risk and return variability. The other control variable, firm size, was also
negative when the dependent variable was either capital structure risk or return
variability but positive when the dependent variable was systematic risk although only
when the dependent variable was variability were the firm size estimates statistically
significant at acceptable levels of significance.
The pension risk estimates in Table 5.5, relative to those in Table 5.4 are
similar in sign, slightly smaller in absolute magnitude and a somewhat greater number
of the pension risk estimates (6 out of 12) are not different from zero at acceptable
levels of significance. It is also the case that three of the insignificant estimates relate
to the PR3 metric calculated using the pension liability upper limit  PL = 0.38. This
confirms that  PL assumptions materially impact upon our findings with respect to
this risk measure. When the pension liability lower limit,  PL = 0.28, was used to
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calculate PR3 the resultant estimate, detailed in Table 5.5, for the capital structure risk
specification was 0.3777. This implies that one unit of pension risk increases capital
structure risk by 0.3777 units. This is decidedly below the earlier hypothesized 1-to-1
relationship. That the coefficient is lower than expected may be due to differing
and/or opaque actuarial assumptions blurring the relationship between pension and
firm risk. It may also in part be due to the quasi underwriting role provided by the
pension protection fund or it may centre on accounting practice which now recognizes
actuarial gains and losses direct in equity and there is deferred taxation on the
actuarial gain or loss with this charged straight to reserves.

5.5 Summary
This study has examined pension plan risk, variously measured and its impact
upon equity risk, variously measured. In general terms our analysis indicates that for
FTSE100 companies, over the 2002 to 2006, period pension plan risk does feed into
firm equity risk. This suggests that the market views the assets and liabilities of the
company pension scheme as part of the assets and liabilities of the firm itself. Having
made this point it is also the case that there is some sensitivity to model specification
and the adjustment techniques utilised. More specifically, we note that the measure of
pension risk proposed by Jin et al. (2006) can result in quite divergent findings
influenced by only relatively small variations in the assumed value of the systematic
risk of pension liabilities. Where the correct sign was obtained, with respect to this
measure, it was also apparent that the resultant estimate was significantly lower than
one, raising doubt on the hypothesised 1-to-1 relationship between pension risk and
capital structure. This in turn raises the spectre that there may be a weakness in the
informational efficiency of equity markets which may be caused by shadows cast on
the market by the plethora of accounting rules and actuarial assumptions.
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Table 5.4: Univariate Analysis* – Rogers Clustered Standard Errors
Dep Var
PR1

Firm Risk

PR2

-0.3076
(0.3468)
-0.89
0.376

-1.2923
(0.5597)
-2.31
0.022

PR3βPL0.38

R2
F-Stat
Prob > F

5.6066
(0.8659)
6.47
0.000

0.6384
(0.2239)
2.85
0.005

0.8989
(0.0776)
11.59
0.000
0.1400
29.07
0.0000

Variability

0.1820
(0.0309)
5.88
0.000

PR3βPL0.28

Constant

Equity Beta

0.0465
(0.0289)
1.62
0.107

0.8989
(0.0784)
11.45
0.000
0.1331
27.28
0.0000

0.8917
(0.0768)
11.60
0.000
0.1510
30.29
0.0000

-48.8516
(14.0177)
-3.49
0.001
1.1519
(0.3843)
3.00
0.003

0.3501
(0.4829)
0.73
0.469
0.8983
(0.0777)
11.56
0.000
0.1332
29.79
0.0000

1.0001
(0.0890)
11.24
0.000
0.2679
21.45
0.0000

1.0000
(0.0934)
10.71
0.000
0.2022
19.90
0.0000

0.9941
(0.0877)
11.33
0.000
0.2083
19.85
0.0000

28.9572
(9.4346)
3.07
0.002
0.5848
(0.6472)
0.90
0.367
1.0065
(0.0886)
11.36
0.000
0.1708
17.53
0.0000

30.7905
(3.7517)
8.21
0.000
0.1722
18.66
0.0000

*Coefficient, Std Error (in parentheses), T-statistic, P-value
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30.8103
(3.8374)
8.03
0.000
0.1665
6.66
0.0000

30.6025
(3.7389)
8.18
0.000
0.0723
3.56
0.0011

-0.0985
(19.0774)
-0.01
0.996
31.1442
(3.7666)
8.27
0.000
0.0159
0.75
0.6299

Table 5.5: Multivariate Analysis* – Rogers Clustered Standard Errors
Dep Var
PR1

Firm Risk

PR2

-0.1761
(0.3543)
-0.50
0.619

-0.9309
(0.6358)
-1.46
0.144

PR3βPL0.38

Growth
Rate
Firm Size

Return On
Investment
Constant

R2
F-Stat
Prob > F

4.9939
(0.9286)
5.31
0.000

0.3777
(0.2495)
1.51
0.131

-0.0108
(0.0011)
-9.58
0.000
-0.0394
(0.0705)
-0.56
0.576
-0.0612
(0.0479)
-1.28
0.202
-0.8023
(0.4874)
-1.65
0.101
1.4065
(0.2085)
6.75
0.000
0.3787
28.01
0.0000

Variability

0.1650
(0.0317)
5.21
0.000

PR3βPL0.28

Financial
Leverage

Equity Beta

0.0460
(0.0240)
1.92
0.056

-0.0107
(0.0012)
-9.24
0.000
-0.0638
(0.0811)
-0.79
0.432
-0.0607
(0.0485)
-1.25
0.212
-0.8717
(0.5066)
-1.72
0.086
1.4138
(0.2102)
6.73
0.000
0.3698
28.86
0.0000

-0.0105
(0.0012)
-9.05
0.000
-0.0405
(0.0739)
-0.55
0.584
-0.0646
(0.0473)
-1.36
0.173
-0.8414
(0.4894)
-1.72
0.086
1.4153
(0.2104)
6.73
0.000
0.3757
29.66
0.0000

-41.2789
(14.5235)
-2.84
0.005
0.7642
(0.4358)
1.75
0.080

0.1997
(0.3590)
0.56
0.578
-0.0107
(0.0012)
-9.09
0.000
-0.0644
(0.0844)
-0.76
0.446
-0.0629
(0.0474)
-1.33
0.170
-0.9121
(0.4996)
-1.83
0.069
1.4252
(0.2098)
6.79
0.000
0.3698
27.88
0.0000

-0.0064
(0.0014)
-4.74
0.000
-0.1249
(0.0708)
-1.76
0.078
0.0780
(0.0534)
1.46
0.145
-1.4216
(0.5456)
-2.61
0.010
0.9837
(0.2282)
4.31
0.000
0.3705
21.27
0.0000

-0.0061
(0.0015)
-4.18
0.000
-0.0199
(0.0716)
-2.78
0.006
0.0774
(0.0548)
1.41
0.159
-1.6003
(0.6078)
-2.63
0.009
1.0063
(0.2328)
4.32
0.000
0.3078
19.74
0.0000

-0.0058
(0.0015)
-3.83
0.000
-0.1769
(0.0608)
-2.91
0.004
0.0739
(0.0539)
1.37
0.171
-1.6639
(0.5809)
-2.86
0.004
1.0144
(0.2368)
4.28
0.000
0.3071
19.54
0.0000

22.3843
(7.0716)
2.90
0.004
0.2598
(0.2885)
0.44
0.659
-0.0061
(0.0015)
-3.96
0.000
-0.2300
(0.0777)
-2.96
0.003
0.0798
(0.0540)
1.48
0.140
-1.8009
(0.6183)
-2.91
0.004
1.0267
(0.2326)
4.41
0.000
0.2900
18.06
0.0000

-0.1255
(0.0521)
-2.41
0.017
-9.8128
(6.3422)
-1.55
0.123
-2.8756
(1.2535)
-2.29
0.022
-36.7627
(4.8166)
-7.63
0.000
49.4516
(6.7876)
7.17
0.000
0.2689
18.25
0.0000

*Coefficient, Std Error (in parentheses), T-statistic, P-value
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-0.1083
(0.0507)
-2.14
0.033
-12.2278
(6.8178)
-1.79
0.074
-2.7923
(1.2500)
-2.24
0.026
-36.4597
(6.7825)
-5.38
0.000
49.0328
(6.9620)
7.04
0.000
0.2579
8.35
0.0000

-0.1106
(0.0498)
-2.22
0.027
-13.3116
(6.5153)
-2.04
0.042
-3.3042
(1.3238)
-2.30
0.022
-43.9300
(6.3762)
-6.89
0.000
50.7889
(7.1687)
7.08
0.000
0.1886
6.98
0.0000

-0.3670
(15.6428)
-0.02
0.981
-0.1178
(0.0516)
-2.28
0.023
-16.8806
(7.4913)
-2.25
0.025
-2.6436
(1.3000)
-2.03
0.043
-47.6381
(7.5719)
-6.29
0.000
50.4476
(7.1061)
7.10
0.000
0.1575
5.34
0.0000

6. PENSION RISK AND DEBT MARKETS

6.1 Introduction
This part of the report parallels the analysis in Chapter 5. The investigation is
again undertaken for FTSE100 companies which have in place DB pension plans and is
carried out within a panel framework for the years 2002 to 2006. In this instance,
however, we consider the impact of pension plan risk on corporate debt rating. The
analysis is again premised on markets being informationally efficient which should imply
that that individual company ratings are correct and respond in a timely fashion to market
events. As before, because of a degree of opaqueness in pension accounting, differing
actuarial assumptions and the underwriting role post 2004 of the pension protection fund,
markets may not be as informationally efficient as expected. This point can perhaps be
reinforced by reference to recent market turbulence which has led to questions over
whether agencies respond to changing market conditions with sufficient speed8 with
Charlie McCreevy, the EU Internal Market Commissioner, also questioning whether the
rating agencies suffer from a conflict of interest.9
6.2 Pension plan funding and corporate debt
Bodie et al. (1985) was one of the earliest studies to find a negative relationship
between pension plan funding and corporate debt ratings. Carroll and Niehaus (1998)
implement an ordered probit model of debt ratings controlling for non pension plan
related risk variables. The evidence presented indicates that excess pension assets and
unfunded pension liabilities influence debt ratings. Moreover, the authors find that
unfunded pension liabilities decrease debt ratings more than an equivalent amount of
excess pension assets increase debt ratings, ceteris paribus. This asymmetric relationship
is consistent with the view that unfunded pension liabilities are corporate liabilities that

8

K. Corbet, the president of Standard & Poor’s left her post at the end of August 2007, with immediate
effect, after investor hostility to the agency’s perceived failure to incorporate the sub-prime mortgage crisis
in company debt ratings.
9
The Committee of European Securities Regulators has commissioned a report on rating agencies which is
to be published in early 2008. The reports remit is far reaching and among other issues is expected to
address whether a conflict of interest exists between rating agencies and those firms whose debt they
assess.
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compete with debt claims, but that there are costs associated with quickly accessing
excess pension assets due to the mandated sharing of reverted excess assets. Watson
Wyatt Insider Worldwide (2005) examines the relationship between pension deficits and
the credit ratings of sponsoring firms. Using data from Fortune 1000 pension sponsors
they find a notable positive relationship between higher pension deficits and lower credit
ratings. For example for 2004, AA rated firms had a funding ratio of 94 percent in
comparison to BBB rated firms with a funding ratio of 82 percent. Cardinale (2006)
found that market bond prices reflect corporate pension liabilities in the UK and US. In
particular, DB plan liabilities appear to be recognised by the US bond market and more
so if they are unfunded. The US bond market considers deficits three times riskier than
ordinary leverage and the effect is stronger in more recent years. In the UK, the bond
market assesses pension information differently and, in particular, the absolute size of
liabilities and not deficits matter.
6.3 Data Overview and Estimating Relationship
Many of the variables used in this Section were also utilised and described in
Section 5.3 (pension risk measures and the control variables in the multivariate
specification). In this analysis of pension plan funding and debt ratings additional
information is also required on credit ratings. In the debt risk specification the dependent
variable was that provided by Moody’s Rating Agency and where a Moody’s rating was
not available and a corresponding Standard & Poor’s rating existed, the latter rating was
converted to its Moody’s equivalent. The sample of FTSE companies were allocated to
ten debt rating categories. In Table 6.1 a profile is presented of the debt risk
characteristics of the companies in the sample. The data reveals that no companies in the
sample have a Moody’s credit rating below Baa3. Debt obligations designated below this
benchmark are considered more speculative and are subject to higher levels of credit risk.
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Table 6.1: Measures of Debt Risk
Moody’s Debt Frequency %
Moody’s Debt
Categories
Categories
Aaa
2
0.63
A2
Aa1
16
5.05
A3
Aa2
29
9.15
Baa1
Aa3
17
5.36
Baa2
A1
36
11.36
Baa3***

Frequency

%

35
42
58
43
39

11.04
13.25
18.30
13.56
12.30

*** None of the companies in our sample had a debt rating below Baa3 over the period analysed

Given the ordinal nature of the dependent variable (debt ratings) a random effects
ordered probit model was employed in the estimation. Underlying the estimating process
is the assumption that the rating agency calculates an index which measures expected
default loss with higher expected default loss corresponding to lower values for the index
and the index in turn is divided into intervals with the lowest interval receiving the lowest
debt rating and so on. Each rating, as detailed in Table 6.1, is given an ordinal assignment
ranging from 0 which equates to the highest risk rating, Baa3 to 9 which equates to the
lowest risk category, Aaa. Assuming that the unobservable index is a linear function of
observable firm characteristics (including pension risk) and the error term is normally
distributed, the following specification results.
CR = b PR* +ε

(6.1)

In this instance b represents the sensitivity of the credit rating, CR, to pension
risk, PR, variously measured. The model is parameterized in such a way that the intercept
is already implicitly contained by the estimation cut-off points. Given the categorization
of credit risk a negative relationship is expected. Random effects ordered probit panel
models are estimated, controlling for fixed effects at the industry level using one digit
SIC. Two dimensional clustering of the random effects order probit model is not possible,
therefore in this instance results are reported solely for one dimensional clustering based
upon firm identity.
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Findings are reported for univariate and multivariate (includes control variables)
specifications. In prior studies of corporate debt ratings factors a variety of control
variables are deemed to be of importance. Asset size, systematic risk, profitability and
leverage have all proved statistically significant control variables. See, for example,
Kaplan and Urwitz (1979), Iskandar and Emery (1994) and Carroll and Neihaus (1998).
In general, these studies suggest that larger, more profitable firms with lower levels of
systematic risk and leverage have superior credit ratings.

6.4 Empirical Findings and Interpretation
In Table 6.2 we present both univariate and multivariate results for the random
effects ordered probit specifications. According to the integrated balance sheet
perspective the company’s pension plan funding, in that it impacts upon the expected
payoff to debtholders, can be expected to influence credit rating.
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Table 6.2: Random Effects Ordered Probit Analysis
Dep Var =
Credit Rating
PR1

Univariate

Multivariate

-0.5447
(0.1484)
-3.67
0.000

PR2

-0.6615
(0.1697)
-3.90
0.000
6.0657
(1.0696)
5.67
0.000

PR3βPL0.28

0.3622
(1.1325)
0.32
0.749
16.1545
(1.4672)
-11.01
0.000

PR3βPL0.38

-6.0111
(1.1962)
-5.03
0.000
8.540
6
(1.640
4)
5.21
0.000

Financial
Leverage
Growth Rate

Firm Size

Return On
Investment
Beta

LR Chi2
Prob > Chi2

1.55
0.9804

25.85
0.0005

-2.63
1.000

53.81
0.000

-9.0545
(1.6067)
-5.64
0.000
-0.0205
(0.0069)
-2.99
0.003
-2.6409
(1.0143)
-2.60
0.009
2.9083
(0.2530)
11.50
0.000
-1.4922
(1.8037)
-0.83
0.408
-2.6166
(0.3039)
-8.61
0.000
130.33
0.0000

-0.0116
(0.0059)
-1.96
0.050
-3.8426
(0.9832)
-3.91
0.000
3.8667
(0.2680)
14.43
0.000
2.4129
(1.6584)
1.45
0.146
-1.0726
(0.2466)
-4.35
0.000
131.93
0.0000

-0.0177
(0.0064)
-2.76
0.006
-2.3030
(1.0118)
-2.28
0.023
3.3056
(0.2542)
13.01
0.000
-1.6291
(1.7181)
-0.95
0.343
-2.8558
(0.3093)
-9.23
0.000
133.90
0.0000

-0.0247
(0.0061)
-4.04
0.000
-3.3864
(1.0015)
-3.38
0.001
2.5994
(0.2268)
11.46
0.000
-1.0054
(1.6812)
-0.60
0.550
-1.7013
(0.2715)
-6.27
0.000
118.12
0.0000

In the univariate specification the coefficient estimates on all pension risk metrics
are significant. For the most part the results are as expected, that is, the greater the
pension risk the greater the probability of obtaining a lower credit rating. This situation is
consistent with a negative coefficient estimate for PR1 and PR3 and a positive coefficient
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for PR2. The exception to this uniform profile, as in the equity risk analysis (Section 5), is
when PR3 is estimated using  PL = 0.38 and confirms the sensitivity of results based on
this metric to the choice of  PL . Also evident from Table 6.2 is that two of the univarate
specifications fail the likelihood ratio test of joint significance of regressors indicating
that the output lacks explanatory value.
In the multivariate models the likelihood ratio test raises no concerns regarding
joint significance of regressors. The coefficient estimates on the pension risk variables are
all significant and have the expected signs highlighting that the greater is pension risk the
greater the probability of obtaining a lower credit rating. Three of the control variables
are negative and significant at either the one or five percent level. These variables are
financial leverage, asset growth and systematic risk as measured by beta and imply that
firms that are more levered, have faster asset growth and have higher equity risk can be
expected to obtain lower credit ratings. The performance variable, return on investment,
does not prove significant while the firm size estimates are positive and significant at the
one percent level highlighting that larger firms have a greater probability of obtaining
superior credit ratings.
6.5 Summary
This study has examined pension plan risk, variously measured and its impact
upon debt ratings for FTSE100 companies over the period 2002 to 2006. Pension risk was
demonstrated to be factored into credit ratings with the analysis highlighting that the
greater the pension risk the greater the probability of obtaining a lower debt rating. From
a rating agency viewpoint this is positive news, particular at present when agencies are
being criticised for a perceived failure to reflect sub-prime mortgage problems in firm
specific ratings. Having made this point our analysis offers only a relative perspective
and provides little insight into whether ratings agencies systematically under- or overestimate pension risk in their debt ratings.
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7

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
In this concluding chapter we summarise some of the key findings emanating

from this study and offer a selection of policy recommendations and potential avenues for
future research. Also, as in earlier chapters, we highlight that our policy
recommendations have currency and resonance by the inclusion of selected quotes from
the key stakeholders.
7.1 Prospects for defined benefit schemes
BOX 7.1 PROSPECTS FOR DEFINED BENEFIT SCHEMES
“DB pensions outside the public sector have become largely a legacy issue. In many
newer high growth industries they have been absent for 15 to 20 years and the current
wave of closure to accrual is now unstoppable. There are some signs of a move towards
innovative risk sharing designs but we believe that these are too late in the day and
would in any case have only slowed the inexorable trend rather than stopped it.”
“I honestly don’t know whether there is going to be significant DB schemes around and
still thriving in 30, 40 years, I just don’t know. It is hard to see things surviving as they
are at the moment. I suppose the other thing is, longevity is a real worry for people and
the regulatory has just put out a consultation saying that everybody has to be more
cautious on their mortality assumptions and again that is going to push up costs and
make things come to the finance director’s mind more so than it has in the past.”
“For the large corporate out there if they have not already ceased accruals in their
pension schemes they probably more than likely have closed their schemes to new
entrants.”
“For smaller clients the majority have ceased accruals, those that haven’t are trying to
be paternalistic towards their employees, that tends to be more family oriented firms or
those that have been established as a partnership, John Lewis for example.”
Our own analysis coupled with discussions with scheme and consulting actuaries,
finance directors and trustees (see Box 7.1 for a range of representative comments)
suggests that DB schemes have a limited long term future. However if the pensions
environment could turn itself around we think the DB scheme would still be seen by
people as a big bar of gold as part of their benefits and it is clear that companies who
continue to offer a DB scheme will have a competitive advantage in the labour market.
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Given the current onerous burden of DB schemes this is unlikely to occur unless some
incentives are provided by government. The most effective incentives are likely to be
financial and could take the form of a taxation incentive for operators of DB schemes. If
such financial incentives are not forthcoming then government could alleviate the burden
on employers by removing some of the guarantees that are currently in place, for example
allowing pension increases to be made on a discretionary basis taking into account
funding levels.
7.2 Accounting disclosure
BOX 7.2. ACCOUNTING DISCLOSURE COMMENTS
“FRS17 and IAS19 obviously raised the bar and make things more comparable, and
along with that disclosures .. “ (Academic)
“My feeling is that there is a lot of disclosure around pension schemes .... I feel that the
level of disclosure is about right ......” (Trustees)
“I come from a position where I think that FRS17/IAS19 was one of the big problems,
one of the nails in the coffin of DB schemes so I would sooner see the whole thing
scrapped.... but I think the problem is that the accounting standards that we have now got
and any future tweaks focus people on the short term....... finance directors are only
interested in their annual or quarterly accounting disclosures” (Consulting actuary)
Our survey reveals competing views regarding the impact of accounting
disclosure on DB schemes. One view suggests a role in the downfall of DB schemes as a
result of the introduction of a volatile, uncontrollable number on the balance sheet which
has encouraged the closure of DB schemes. An alternative view suggests that the demise
of DB schemes has largely been due to economic circumstances rather than accounting
disclosure. Clearly the transparency of disclosure regarding DB schemes has improved
dramatically but has still some way to go as evidenced by ongoing projects initiated by
the accounting standard setting bodies. Our evidence suggests that the pension buy-out
cost would be a welcome addition to accounting disclosure and without it the scope for
inappropriate managerial and investment decisions remains.
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7.3 The future role of the actuary
BOX 7.3. ISSUES IN DEFICIT MANAGEMENT
“nearly every pension scheme is interested in deficit management now.”
(Consulting actuary)
“deficit management works because of the difference between the strength of a basis or
an expensing basis, when you are calculating FRS17 numbers say, and the strength of
your transfer value basis for the scheme. There is a guidance note GN11 for transfer
value but it does not really set in stone the assumptions you must use and generally the
assumptions for transfer value are quite weak.”
(Academic)
“The cash incentive is not set in stone; I’ve worked on a few cases where it could be
anything from an extra £1000 on top of your transfer value, 20% of your transfer value
on top, 20% of the difference between the buy-out figure and your transfer value figure.
There really is nothing set in stone; it’s really up to consultation between the actuary and
the company.”
(Scheme actuary)
From our interviews with consulting actuaries the growing significance of deficit
management became apparent. Schemes that are thinking about deficit management
exercises are generally underfunded and a GN11 report would have been done by the
actuary which may, for example, say if anyone takes the transfer they will get 75% of
their transfer value, the objective of which is to protect people who are staying in the
scheme. This implies that the liability on a transfer valuation is lower than the liability on
an FRS17/IAS19 basis. The result is that the scheme pays out of its assets something that
is equivalent to a transfer value liability and it saves on an FRS17 basis something that is
equivalent to an FRS17 liability thereby reducing the deficit.
This raises issues regarding asymmetric information and the establishment of
transfer values. Advice from the scheme actuary regarding the implications of accepting a
transfer value should be made transparent to the scheme member. In addition there may
well be a case for more standardization in the establishment of transfer values.
In addition actuaries appear to be actively involved in assisting companies in
striving to improve their D & B credit rating thereby, in turn, reducing the burden of the
PPF levy which is largely based on the credit rating.
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7.4 Pension Buy-outs
The number of firms offering to tackle pension schemes’ investment or mortality
risks through a partial or full buy-out has rapidly increased with general opinion being
that it is only a matter of time before the first £1 billion buy-out. Such competition is both
driving down prices and swelling the number of products offered to schemes. A number
of smaller companies are now entering the market to compete against the big players,
primarily Legal & General and Paternoster. In addition if proposals by the Accounting
Standards Board to use a risk-free rate to value future pensions liabilities proceeds then
the buy-out option will become increasingly attractive to sponsoring companies. Various
opinions suggest that such a move would increase liabilities by 25-40% thereby reducing
the gap between the ASB risk-free valuation and the buy-out valuation.
BOX 7.4 PENSION BUY-OUTS
“Competition in the buyout market is heating up after last year’s carve-up between
paternoster and Legal & General.” (Consulting Actuary)
“Prices are falling, and new players are happy to take on additional issues like data and
benefit risk, or guaranteeing firms against guaranteed minimum pension (GMP)
requirements.” (Consulting Actuary)
“Longevity hedging products are now more accessible, and I predict they will take-off
over the next twelve months.” (Consulting Actuary)
“Buy-outs are the obvious way for employers to escape the projected 25% in liabilities
brought on by the ASB proposals.” (Academic accountant)

7.5 Pension deficits & equity risk
The econometric component of this study examined pension plan risk, variously
measured and its impact upon equity risk, variously measured, for FTSE100 companies
over the period 2002 to 2006. This period has coincided with the introduction of the
pension protection fund, greater transparency and standardisation in pension accounting
and increased efforts to disclose and harmonise actuarial assumptions. Given these
developments it is appropriate to ask whether markets efficiently price pension plan risk.
Over the period under investigation the majority of DB pension schemes of FTSE100
companies have been categorised as in deficit. In addition, it was noted that a trend has
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been for pension plan assets to marginally shift away from equities and towards bonds. In
general terms our analysis indicates that for FTSE100 companies, over the 2002 to 2006,
period pension plan risk does feed into firm equity risk. This suggests that the market
views the assets and liabilities of the company pension scheme as part of the assets and
liabilities of the firm itself. Having made this point it is also the case that there is some
sensitivity to model specification and the adjustment techniques utilised. This raises the
spectre that there may be a weakness in the informational efficiency of equity markets
which may be caused by shadows cast on the market by the plethora of accounting rules
and actuarial assumptions. This evidence of a weakness in informational efficiency
suggests the need for enhanced transparency in the actuarial and accounting frameworks
within DB pensions are cast.
7.6 Pension deficits & credit risk
Pension risk was also demonstrated to be factored into credit ratings with the
analysis highlighting that the greater the pension risk the greater the probability of
obtaining a lower debt rating. From a rating agency viewpoint this is positive news,
particular at present when agencies are being criticised for a perceived failure to reflect
sub-prime mortgage problems in firm specific ratings. Having made this point our
analysis offers only a relative perspective and provides little insight into whether ratings
agencies systematically under- or over-estimate pension risk in their debt ratings. If we
draw parallels from the sub-prime market the more likely scenario is that pension risk has
been under-estimated in debt rating estimates.
7.7 Directions for future research
DB pensions schemes are likely to feature prominently on the research agenda for
some time to come. The current credit crunch is likely to focus increased attention on
corporate credit ratings in general and credit rating agencies in particular. The impact of
the crunch upon pension deficits is more difficult to predict leading, on one hand, to
increased volatility on the equity markets but on the other to higher interest rates and
enhanced corporate bond yields. The continuing trend in asset allocation away from
equities and into bonds may in fact improve the overall general picture. The current
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project has suggested that pension risks, variously defined, do indeed impact upon both
equity betas and credit ratings and that the market is informationally efficient in
recognising pension deficits. In turn this also has implications for the cost of capital and
subsequently corporate investment decisions. More directly additional contributions to
pension funds, in an attempt to reduce deficits and meet PPF recovery plans, will
diminish the funds available for investment and/or dividend decisions. This interaction
between pension contributions, investment decisions and dividend payouts would appear
to warrant further investigation on the future research agenda.
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